TREASURY DEPARTiYiENT
UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF

WASHINGTON, D.C . 20220

June 11, 1964

Mr . J . Lee Rankin
General Counsel
President's Commission on the
Assassination of President Kennedy
Washington, D . C .
Dear Mr . Rankin :
There are attached statements made by Secret Service
personnel, named below, shortly after November 22, 1963,
of their recollection of the events surrounding the
assassination of President Kennedy .
William R . Greer
Roy H . Kellerman
Samuel A. Kinney
Emory P . Robcrts
Clinton J . Hill
William T . McIntyre
John D. Ready
Paul E . Landis, Jr .
Glen A . Bennett
George W . Hickey, Jr .
Rufus W. Youngblood

Thomas L . Johns
Jerry D. Kivett
Warren W . Taylor
Steuart G . Stout, Jr .
David B . Grant
Samuel E . Sulliman
Ernest E . Olsson, Jr .
John Joe Howlett
Andrew E . Berger
Robert A. Steuart
Richard E . Johnsen

There are also attached three statements taken from
Joe Henry Rich, Hurchel ,Tacks, and Milton T . Wright, member
of the Texas Highway Patrol, who were assigned as drivers i
the motorcade on November 22, 1963, in Dallas .
Statements by Special Agent in Charge Sorrels and
Special Agent Winston Lawson have been previously made
a part of the Commission's records .
Very truly yours,

Attachments
Commissios
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VCillirml R . Greer'a Report on Dallas, Texas

rTovember 22, 1°63 . 11 .35 A.M . T arrived at Love Field, Pallas, Texas
Lboard II3r:F Plane $26000 from Fort Worth, Tazas .
',,Ty assignment at Dallas
sir to drive the President's Lincoln Convertible Limousine .
t^aan T got off the plans ,/ T went to where the President's Limousine and
,he Cadillac Followup Automobile were parked . I had the President's coats and
wt and placed them on the front soot .
After the Prasidant and )ire Eonncdy had shook hands with some of the psoble
.t the airport the President, Mrs %ennody, Governor and Mrs Connally entered the
.utomobile with the President seated on the right side of the rear seat and
Ira Kennedy sitting on the left side, Governor Connally sat on the right jump
teat in front of the President and `drs Con-ally sat on the left Jump teat .
.S .~TC I:eller.:an set on the right front seat and I was driving.
.Lftor we left the airport,we drove several miles at speeds ringing from
5 to 30 miles per hour depending on the crowds .
When we rsacked the e in
urine . . secticn of Dallas the crowd,* were very l+.rge and the motorcyc1e .Police
long aide the President's automobile had a hard time keeping the people back.
Znen we came to .+ point where the crowd had thinned out, there was a right
arn for about h-lf t. block and than a left turn. At this point, I would say the
'resident'S automobile was traveling about 12 to 15 miles per hour .
A short di gtt" . ceesad, the sweet passed under a railroad or erprossway.
uilding stood on tis u~ the street  that would have been the last building we
,ould have had to ?poss before entering the underpass.
The President's automobile was almost past this building and I was looking
t the overpass that we were about to paaa under in case scmson* vas on top of it,
ton T heard what I thought was the backfire of a motorcycle baMnd the President's
utomobile. After the second shot.)2 glanced over may right shoulder and saw
ovoraor Connally start to fall, I ]mov thon that something was wrong and I
mmediately pushed the accojorator to the floor and Mr . Kellerman caidugetout of here .
Ao Ymzhed up to the police escort sad I called to the motorcycle police,
capital . Mr. Xellerman rams calling to the lead automobile on the radio to got to
I drove ae fast as I could to the hospital and helped
he nearest hospital fast .
o got the President into the c crgoncy room .
I guarded the emergency room door
ntil the doctors and nurses had ccmpletod their duty . I then drove an official
utomobilo behind the ambulance to Love Airfield, Dallas . I boarded IIUT Place
26000 and returned to Andrews AFD, psoh . Md . Trm Andrews AFB.)I drove the
.3 .-navy ambulancs with the President's Body, acc=pa~,~ by Mrs Kennedy and the
ttornoy Gcneral to the II.S .Raval Medical Center.
T assisted Mr. Kellerman thile tba
was being performed and then drove,
he, ambulance with the President's body to the White Rouse .

ate
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The Assassination of President John F. Kennedy
on November 22, 1963, at Dallas, Texas
,The President with Mrs . Kennedy and official party arrived at Love
Field, Dallas, Texas, aboard AF #1 (USAF 26000) at 11 :40 a. m. (cat) .
After receiving members of the official reception party, the President
and Mrs. Kennedy walked over to a fenced area and shook hands with many
of the people who had gathered there to view their arrival. At the conclusion
of greeting the gathering, the . resident, Mrs . Kennedy, Governor and Mrs.
Connally entered the presidential limousine (special car: bubble-top, 1961
Lincoln Continental, seven-passenger, four-door convertible sedan) . The
President sat on the right rear seat with Mrs. Kennedy to the left of him.
Governor Connally sat on the right jump seat and Ms . Connally sat on the
left jump seat. I rode in the front (right side) and William Greer drove
the vehicle.
In the Secret Service follow-up car, 1956 Cadillac touring sedan (top down),
driven by SA Samuel Kinney, ATSAIC Emory Roberts rode in the right front
seat, SA John Ready stood on the right front running board, SA Paul Landis
on right rear running board, SA Clinton J. Hill on left front running board
and William McIntyre on left rear running boaru. SA Glen Bennett rode in
the right rear seat and SA George Hickey on the left rear seat . Mr . Kenneth
O'Donnell and Mr . David Powers (White House staff) rode the left and right
jump seats respectively .
Behind the follow-up car was the Vice President's car with Vice President
and Mrs . Johnson and Senator Yarborough in the rear seat . SA Rufus
Youngblood rode in the right front seat and a police officer drove the car.
The following vehicles were four cars of congressional members, press
cars, VIP bus and then press busses .
We departed Love Field at 11 :55 a.m., along the planned motorcade route,
enroute to a luncheon at the Trade Mart, given by the Democratic Citizens
Council, scheduled for 12:30 p.m. cat. As the motorcade completed the
main thoroughfare through Dallas, we made a sharp right turn,for about a 1/
block, then a curved left turn into a slight downhill grade, entering an area
with little or no spectators . We were still traveling at the normal rate of
speed of from 12 to 15 miles per hour when I heard a noise, similar to a
firecracker, exploding in the area to the rear of the car, about 12 :30 p .m.
Immediately I heard what I firmly believe was the President's voice, "My
God, I'm hitl" I turned around to find out what happened when two additional shots rang out, and the President slumped into Mrs . Kennedy's
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lap and Governor Connally fell into Mrs . Connally's lap. I heard Mrs.
Kennedy shout, "What are they doing to you?"
7 yelled at William Greer (the driver) to "Step on it, we're hitl" and grabbed
the mike from the car radio, called to SA Lawson in the police lead car
that we were hit and to get us to a hospital .
With SA Lawson riding in the police car they quickly formed the accompanying escort for the motorcade around our limousines and sped us through
the streets to the emergency entrance of Parkland Memorial Hospital .
Sometime during the ride to the hospital while looking back into the car
I noticed SA Hill hanging on to the back of the car, laying across the
trunk. When we got to the hospital I called to the agents to get two
stretchers . The special agents of the follow-up car with the police ran
into the hospital, obtained two stretchers on wheels . We placed the Governor
on the first one at which time I noticed he was conscious and I spoke to him
saying, "Governor, everything is going to be all right." His eyes were wide
open and he nodded his head in agreement. Just before we removed the
President, SA Hill took off his coat, placed it over the President's head
and chest and we placed him on the stretcher. Both were taken into
separate emergency rooms . The hospital staff appeared quickly and went
immediately to work . I accompanied the President to the emergency room .
His eyes were closed but I could see no visible damage to his face . The
room was crowded with the medical people so I immediately walked out
into a doctor's room, asked SA Lawson for the phone number of the White
House switchboard in Dallas . SA Hill dialed the number to the White House
operator in Washington and I talked with Gerald A. Behn, Special Agent in
Charge, White House Detail, I informed him that we had an incident in
Dallas, the President and Governor Connally had been shot and both were
in emergency rooms at the Parkland Memorial Hospital . This I believe
was about 12 :38 p.m . cat. This direct telephone line from Dallas to SAIC
Behn at Washington was kept open from this time until the plane departed.
SAIC Behn was kept informed of all proceedings, plans or desires of both
Mrs. Kennedy and President Johnson.
We immediately secured the corridors and the emergency room area, furnished the blood type of the President to the medical staff upon their
request. It should be noted that Vice President and Mrs . Johnson were
placed in a separate room away from the emergency room. Some time
later SA Warren Taylor came to me and said the Vice President wanted to
see me . Mr . Johnson asked me the condition of the President and the
Governor . I advised him that the Governor was taken up to surgery, that
COJLJfISSIOJT
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the doctors were still working on the President. He asked me to keep him
informed of his condition. SA Kinney entered the emergency room area
when I returned there and asked if it would be all right to . drive the
President's car and the follow-up car back to the airport, load them aboard
the plane . I said "Yes" and told him to return the cars to Washington, D.C .
The 4 to 12 shift (ATSAIC Stout, etc.) joined us at the emergency room and
the 8 to 4 shift (ATSAIC Roberts, etc .) immediately joined the Vice President and Mrs . Johnson.
Through Dr . Burkley, President's physician, we were advised officially
of the death of the President which was registered on the death certificate
as 1 p.m . cst. Between 1 p.m ., and our departure from the hospital at
2:04 p. m. cst., a casket was obtained and with Mrs. Kennedy, SA Hill
and Dr . Burkley riding in the hearse with the casket, SA Berger (Stout
and Kellerman in front seat) drove the hearse with police escort to Love
Field.
The Vice President and Mrs . Johnson had preceded us with Roberts shift
to the airport and when we had arrived, the field had been secured and we
rushed to AF 26000 . All available special agents carried the casket from
the ambulance up the rear steps and placed it in the rear section of the
plane. When we boarded the plane, Vice President Johnson and his party
were aboard the plane . The services of Federal Judge Sarah T. Hughes
was obtained, she was brought into the plane, and Vice President Johnson
was administered the oath of office and sworn in as President at 2:38 p.m . cs
At 2 :47 p.m ., USAF 26000 was airborne for Washington, D. C., arriving at
Andrews Air Force Base at 5:58 p.m ., est.
While airborne, arrangements were made for a Naval ambulance from the
New Naval Medical Center at Bethesda to be available at the airport. Upon
landing we removed the casket, placed it into the ambulance . At the airport, Chief Rowley advised me that two FBI agents, Francis O'Neill, Jr .,
and James Siebert, had been assigned to this case and to allow them into
the morgue at the U. S. Naval Hospital . I told Chief Rowky the cars would
arrive at Andrews at about 8 p.m., and suggested he assign field agents to
them to completely go over them for any evidence that might be found.
Mrs . Kennedy, Robert Kennedy and General McHugh sat in the rear of the
ambulance ; SAs Greer, Landis and myself with Dr . Burkley rode in the
front to Bethesda, with a police escort. The body was immediately taken
to the morgue and the family was assigned rooms in the Towers Amat!_-&
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f the Center . Hill and Landis remained with Mrs . Kennedy in her quarters
nd William Greer and I remained in the morgue and viewed the autopsy
aaminations which were performed by Vice Admiral Gallway, Commanding
ifficer, NNMC, Chief Pathologist Cdr, James Humes, Lt, Col, Pierre A,
inck who is Chief, Military Environmental Pathology Division and Chief
f Wound Ballistics, Pathology Branch, and J, Thornton Boswell, Cdr,
iedical Corps, USN, together with the Naval Medical Staff, SA O'Leary
as also in the morgue briefly . Agents O'Neill and Siebert were present .
wring the night Joseph Gawlers Sons, Inc ., funeral directors, were
otified by Robert Kennedy and Sargent Shriver and a new coffin was
btained . After the completion of the autopsy and before the embalming
summoned SA Hill down to the morgue to view the body and to witness
ie damage of the gunshot wounds . The embalming was performed after
ie autopsy by the staff of Joseph Gawlers .
rior to our departure from the Naval Hospital I received all film,
-rays, that were used during this autopsy, and upon arrival at the White
ouse I turned them over to SAIC Bouck .
'e left the hospital at 3 :56 a . m . in the Navy ambulance and with police
scort motored to the White House . Mrs . Kennedy and Robert Kennedy
ode in the hearse, SA Greer drove, Kellerman in the front seat, SAs
ill and Landis with members of the family rode in cars following the
mbulance . We arrived at the White House at 4 :24 a .m . The body was
laced in the East Room .
n Wednesday, November 27, 1963, FBI Agents O'Neill and Siebert were
iven an oral statement along the lines of this report .

rman
tant Special Agent in Charge
11-29-63
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Chief
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ASAIC Kellerman - 1-16 i

GOVERNN1ENT

Memorandum

DArE, :

November 30, 1963

Sunjec;T : Security mfsures taken for the late President Kennedy, and
'resident Johnson, from Parkland Memorial Hospital, Dallas,
Texas, to the US Naval Hospital, .Bethesda, Maryland and to
The White House on November 22 and 23, 1963 .
When the late President Kennedy and the official motorcade
departed Love Field, Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963,
SA's Lawton (8-4) and Rybka (Garage) remained at the airport,
to effect security at the plane during our absence .
On arrival at the emergency room at the Parkland Memorial
Hospital, Dallas, Texas, the agents who worked the Secret
Service follow-up car (ATSAIC Roberts shift) were utilized
to cover the entrances and corridors leading to the emergency
room . Shortly thereafter ATSAIC Stout (4P-12P) and his shift
reported to me at the emergency room for instructions .
I then conferred with ASAIC Rufus Youngblood (who was in charge
of security for the then Vice President Johnson), and told him
to take ATSAIC Roberts and his shift to supplement his agents,
and that I would take ATSAIC Stout and his agents with me until
we returned to Washington, D . C .
This change of shifts was immediately made at the hospital .
Vice President Johnson departed the Parkland Memorial Hospital
prior to the departure of the body of President Kennedy, with
ATSAIC Roberts shift working the Secret Service follow-up car .
On their arrival at Love Field, ATSAIC Roberts and his shift
completely secured the area where the President's plane was
spotted .
Enroute to Washington, D . C ., aboard AF N1 (USAF 26000) another
conference was held with ASAIC Youngblood, where he was informed
that he would have ATSAIC Stout and his shift with him on their
arrival at Andrews AFB, Washington, D .C . I also informed him
that I was accompanying the body of the late President Kennedy
to the US Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Maryland, and would have with
me Special Agents Hill, Landis, Greer and O'Leary .
When we arrived at Andrews AFB, Washington, D .C ., the body of
the late President Kennedy was placed in a US Navy ambulance,
which was driven by SA Greer to the US Naval Hospital, Bethesda,
Maryland with SA Landis and Dr . George Burkley and myself in
the front seat . Mrs . Kennedy along with Mr . Robert Kennedy and
General McHugh rode in the rear of the ambulance . SA's Hill
and O'Leary rode in an accompanying vehicle .
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t the US Naval Hospital, SA's Hill and Landis remained with Idrs .
ennedy near her quarters, located in the Towers o .^ the Center .
A's Greer and O'Leary and myself accompanied the body to the morgue .
A O'Leary remained in the morgue only briefly .
A Greer and myself remained with the body in the US Naval Hospital
lon g; with Agents Francis O'Neill, Jr ., and James f*~iebert of
he Federal Bureau of Investigation, witnessing the autopsy performed
y members of the US Navy Medical Corps, and the embalming services
one by the staff of Joseph Gawlers, Funeral Directors, Washington,
. C.
t 3 :56 a .m ., on Saturday, November 23, the body of the late President
ennedy was transported in a US Navy ambulance from the US i?aval
ospital, Bethesda, Maryland, to the White House, with SA Greer
riving the ambulance and myself riding in the front seat .
Mrs . Kennedy
nd Mr . Robert Kennedy rode in the rear of the ambulance .
SA's
ill and Landis rode in accompanying vehicles .
e arrived at the White House at 4 :24 a .m ., and the body was placed
n the East Room .
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t,'OV-~~.BER 21, 1963 :
1, 4,ecial Af!ent Kinney and 6pecial A,, ~nt Hickey arri ved ln ,,n Field in
.~~' :allas, Tex:as ant i6 :05 pri. We were on a Air Force pline G-330o /,- 12,1 73 . Capt .
de-nt In
Roinnd
-homa-on AC, 0,J.2 . On bo,,r, l this ~ort-o cr,,ft wa 3 ', lieI --rn r1met
i1mousine, 100-'X, nnO Secrqt jerv .ice c~~r 679-:~ . 11pan ;=ivl,
was
by
ent
I!,TC -,)rregt V. Sorrels, (Dalla : "ield Offic0and Sr,(,ci,-.l f
-~!instin G .
advance
of
the
~resident
lr
lnwson, (~ ,'hite
Detail), that was doinE the Dallas
visit. I and SA lliclcoy proceeded to unload the two cars and ,ere escorted to the
rarpFe that was located under the main terminal of the airport. Tlie arrar47nents,
w-re made fir over ni,~:ht security of c.?rs and policemen frorr Dallan force were plit
on duty t1iru the nii- ht . SAIC 5orrels, SA Lawson, ~,A lickey and zn~,snif then
been
proceeded tc the Sheraton Hotel in downtown. Dallas where reservations had
Lawson
~- SA
. 4fter checkinF in the hotel, we. hid chan~ec. cloths and at approx .
R, :30 Pri, I met with `iA Lawson, SA Hickey, ".r . J,,ck r1it-rbuf:h and arrent Cfficer
Pales USA ~J-HC . We then proceeded to dinner . On the voy to dinner we stopned
enroute at the place vhcre President Kennedy was to luncheon on Nov. 22, 1~63! ,In ,,,)-rt approx . 30 min. checkin~ - the sentin , and spen'di n;! stands . After securing
the ',,.art, Ire proceeded to have dinner . After dinner approx . 2 hours, re then
returned to the -'heraton Hotel and made our arrngments fo~ the follow4 nc (4.ay,
Nov. 22, as to the time nnd place to meet for transportation to love Fi .ld for
the foll owin , divs actilrl,ties nnd turnp,(, to nur
f, )r t1id rd,ht .
2~, 1963 :

and Packed
'A Licl-, powl I ;~ rose from ocr beds about 7 :00 ,am . We
,rr
then went down to the lob!.)-,, and cneckca' out of the, hotli . ~ - :n went
to the cof,!P shor f,,)r ~lur 'hrepk,ast . At ill :
-3 :00 ~~m -e vent ~Lnio the
T,~' ~~orrqis
lobl), , to vait traiis,, )orti,,.)n to Lo , 7e ~`ield .
t ar.prox. 3*30 ~vl
np
in
,
'
:,,icked ~7A : Iicke- and T
'r~)nt of the She : alon 'hotel '?'-A e went
ro :nve
two
ield . ', ;,! q-rive(~. there aznroK . 9 :00 cn% S, Sorrels took-Lis dircctl-- to tne
eccort
the ct-rs
carF wit , t ; 'in understandin,-, ttLit he w~,uld be back at 11 :00 am to
to - - . , j-r J~- ~ition for the ?re3i&,ntIs arrival at 11 :35 am .
2A '~.iCkey and I pricneded, with our duties dff"E~~ettini , .he two cars ready
for tne day, wriich We
consisted of cleaninS,~,heckin: oil,water and lontterips . Then
a snclirity check.
had tno tops down on both cars . It ~lad rained all ni~l nt
and was rninin~' when we arrive,' at the airport . I had on two occif~~ions pne
had
outside to chnck the ueaher . The last check at ap,=7. 10 :~,G an, the sky
cl~!ared and that meant. to us that the bubble-top would st-iy "ff.
At
11 :00 am SA Sorrcls came to the Ianra ,e . to escort SA `iickey and
me to the location . At this tine SA liic,~:ey styed ,-iith the two cars cnd I was
hnlftn~ 'A
- !-,,qsDn and SA Sorrels line up the motorcade, placin the ronn t e n
cars that ~-!ere to be used .
lfhen the President arrived at approx . 11 :40 am I took '-Iy place beiiind tae
driver wheel in the follow-up car 679-X . After a few greetings by the "esident
we proc~~Pdscl on with the motorcade thru do-,, nto, .n Dallas add on to the Snoppin:
,',:art where 1 .he President was to have lunch. We had Cone about 30 to 40 min-and
made
had just
a right turn off Main St . and on block , a left turn onto -'-'lm St .
A five min si,,nal had been given to agents waiting at the
4- it
. .
-
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As wo compInted the left turn and on a short distar ,A, them was a shot . At
this time I glanced from the tailighi ^, of the President's car, t. -,at I use for
Faginj- distances for driving . I saw the r'resident lean toward the left and
.,5 right hand . '.'here was a second of
ap-eared to 'lave prabed his chest with i,5
pause and t'ten two more shots vrere hoard . Agent Clintun Hill jumped from t^e
the
foil&w-up car and dashed to tine aid of the President and First lady in
resident's ear . I say one shot strike the ?resident in the right side of the head .
The :resident then fell to the seat to the left toward 'Ins . Kennedy. At this
time I >te, , ped on the siren and Cas peddle nt the sam- time . Agent Breer
driving the President's car did the same . The lead car (aheal' of the Pres . car)
and motorcycles were told to go to the nearest hosrlital .
The President's car
and 679-Y, then proceeded to the hospital at i high raise of speed, taking approx . 6 min
tfpon arrival I grmned from my car a.nd ran to the right rear of the :resident's
car, w'nere I assisted in removing Cov. Conrn,lly and the President .
After all had been removed f:rom the President's car I opened the trunk of
the car and put on the bubble-top and a canvas cover. This took approx . 20 to
30 min. I asked for a motorcycle to escort the President's car and 579-:: back
to love Field, We left promply not stopping enroute to love Wield . -,n the
way to the airport I called by radio to iaj . Nedbaugh, ujA , to have C-130
crew at the plane with ramp down for loadinf, of the t" ro cars . "'his wasnarried
a^.d the cars were loaded and the plane sect+red, awaitini" our orders to depart
Love Field enroute to Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland . ThL plane departed love
Field at 3:35 pm . ?+1e arrived AAFB, i'd at 3:055 pm . 'rJe ~-cre met at A~ by h or
5 aCents from the '(ashington, Field ~ffice and some 6 motorcycles . We were
then escorted non-stop to the '""`bite House garage . After reaching the iar^age
the cars were secured by an all night watch by White House Police and Secret
Service agents, pending an investigation.

Ste ement made Nov. 30, 1963 By :
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As we turned off Main Street
I was driving SS 679-X, follow-up.
destination
of Trade Mart .
(left) about It minutes from our
fired
as
we
were
yoing
into
an underpass .
The first shot was
The first shof was fired, I glanced 'Wothe taillight of
SS-100-X, ,*1aneed at the President and it appeared that
he had been shot because he slumped to the left .
Immediately he sat up again .* At this time the second
shot was fired and I observed hair flying from the right
side of his head . With this, simultaneously with the
President's car, we stepped on the gas. I released the
siren at that time . I did hear three shots but do not
recall which shotsxs were those that hit the ?resident .
*At this time Clint Hill jumped off and ran to the
President's car, jumped on the back, and laid out
across thetrunk in a prone position where he rode
the entire trip to the hospital . *
V

Pulling up parallel to the lead car, "nnotifted t4en-wewere heading for the hospital, whereupon the motorcycle
escort, the lead car, President's car and follow-up
proceeded to the hospital at a high rate if speed .
We pulled into the emergency entrance of the hospital
whereupon Gov. Connally was removed and then the
President, and taken inside .
After this, maybe 15 or 20 minutes later, I put the
bubble and canvas cover on the car, assisted by SA
Hickey . T hn under motorcycle escort, both cars
proceeded to Love Field, whereupon I notified the crew
to get the ramp down and we drove the cars onto the
plane and secured them, awaiting departure .

Samuel A. Kinneyc..
Special Agent
11-22-63
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U. S . TR : i.SURY Di:P.i9fb: ::NT
aashington, D .C .

To :

U.

S . Secret Service

November 29,

1963 .

Chief James J . Rowley

From : ATSAIC Emory P . Roberts, The Ylhite house Detail .
jUBJXT :

Schedule of events prior to and after the assassination
of President John F . Kennedy in Dallas, Texas on
Friday November 22, 1963 .

11 :25 a .m .
The President ,ndMrs . Kennedy with members of the
residential Party departed Carswell
Texas via USAF
26,000 (Jet, also known as AF 1) enroute to love r'ield, Dallas,
'1' exa s .
`:'he following members of the United States Secret :service were
abourd this aircraft .
ASAIC Roy T . Kellerman, in charge of
.:,bite House Detail for the Texas trip, SA Clinton Hill in charge
of Lrs . Kennedy's security, SA '.villiam ::reer, Presidential driver,
ATS,:IC Fmory P . Roberts, in charge of 8 am - 4 p .m . shift, rrith
Sn's John Heady, Donald Lawton and ',Jilliam McIntyre .
SA John
O'Leary was also aboard AF 1 .
Special Agent Glen Bennett of the
8 a .m . - 4 p .m . shift arrived Dallas, Texas aboard USAF 6970 .
11 :40 a .m .
Presidential Plane arrived love Field Dallas, Texas
watch wus five minutes late according to schedule, as we
ere due
there at 11 :35 a .m .
,,ftar the usual greeting of approximately 20 people, upon
deplaning, the President and Mrs . Kennedy walked to roped off
area and shook hands with a number of the assembled persons
gathered there, and autographed a few papers 1nd pamphlets .
I accompanied the President, as well as other Special Agents
xbile he greeted the people .
The President and Mrs . Aennedy
returned to their oar .
11 .5a .m .
The President (rift rear seat) Mrs . Kennedy (left
rear seat
Governor John Connally (of Texas (right jump seat)
Mrs . Connally (left jump seat) ASAIC Roy T . Kellerman front seat,
with SA 'William, Greer driving, (SS car 100-X - top removed) departed
Love Field .
31, Donald lawton of 8 a .m . - 4 p .m . shift remained at Love Field
with SA 17arner and Rybka to set up security for the President's
departure for Bergstrom An, Austin, Texas .
The Presidential
aircraft was due to depart Dallas at 2 :35 p .m .
The following persons departed Love Field in Secret Service
Follow-up car, 679-X and were located in and on running boards
of car as follows :
COMMISSION
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ATS:,IC F.r,ory P . Roberts - front seat - operating radio .
SA Samuel Kinney - driving (did an excellent job)
Mr . Kenneth u'Donnr'1, Appointment Secretary to the President,
left jump seat .
Mr . David Powers, Presidential aide, right jump seat .
SA Glen i3ennett, left rear seat .
SA George :iickey, right rear seat (manning AR-15 (rifle)
SA Clinton Hill, left running boaard, front .
SA 'ailliam McIntyre, left running board, behindHill .
S4 John D . Ready, right running board, front .
Sri Paul Landis, right running board behind Ready .

a

Note : On shift report for Nov . 22, 1963, I listed
Rybka
as riding in center of rear seat, which was in error, as he
was not in car . As mentioned above, he remained at Love Field .
The Presidential motorcade toured downtown Dallas, through huge
crowds, that were sometimes so close, that motorcycles of the
Dallas Police Department had to drop back from flanking the
Presidential and Secret Service cars, so the two cars could get
through . On several occasions the Special .gent working the running
boards of the Follow-up car "hit" the ground and ran along side
of the President's car ; and Sa Hill climbed on rear step of the
President's car (left rear) where he remained until the crowd
thinned and motorcycles had returned to their positions, flanking
the rear of the President's car .
The Presidential motorcade was enroute to Trade Mart to r.ttend
Luncheon, sponsored by the Dallas Citizens Council, The Dallas
Assembly _nd the Graduate Research Center of the Southwest .
1' " 2
m.
SA Winstca Lawson (Advance Agent for Dallas stop)
riding in lead car, gave "five minutes away,11 signal via radio,
meaning five minutes away from Trade Mart .
I immediately wrote
12 :35 p .m . on Itinerary, as the tiL .e of arrival at Trade Mart .
12 :30 D .m .
First of three shots fired, at which time I saw the
resident lean toward Mrs . Kennedy .
I do not know if it was the
next shot or third shot that hit the President in the head, but
I saw ,,,hat appeared to be a small explosion on the right side of
the President's head, saw blood, at which time the President fell
further to his left .
Mrs . Kennedy was leaning toward the President,
however, she immediately raised up in the seat and appeared to be
getting up on back of same . About this time I saw SA Clinton Hill
trying to get on left rear step of the President's car . He got
abc .rd and climbed up over the back of the car and placed himself
over the President and Mrs . Kennedy .
After SA Hill got on rear
step of the President's car, it appeared that $A John Ready was
about to follow and go for the right rear step, however, I
told him not to jump, as we had picked up speed, and and I was
afraid he could not make it .
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. :: o~_:timaLed th~ :t we were traveling approximtely 15-20
per hour at the time of the shooting and it is believed
that the follow-up car was approximately 20 - 25 feet behind
the President's car .
..

The crowd was very sparse, in fact only a few people were along
the motorcade route at the time of the shooting .
Just after the third shot was fired, I picked up the car radio
and s ; :id "Halfback (code name for S3 . Follmv-up car) to Lawson,
the President has been hit, escort us to the nearest hospital,
fast but at a safe speed ."
I repeated the messaF,e, requesting
to be cautious, meaning the speed .
I had in mind Vice President
Johnson's safety, as well as the President's, ifhe was not already
dead .
The Vice President's car was approximately one-half block behind
the secret Service car, at the time of the shooting, and some of
us waved for it to close in closer to the secret Service car .
The Vice President's car quickly closed the gap .
',,hen I turned around to wave the Vice President's car to come
closer, at same time, trying to determine where shots had come
from, I said, pointing to SA McIntyre, "They got him, they got
him," continuing I said "You (meaning Mclntyre) and Bennett take
overJohnson as soon as we stop . , ? (meaning the hospital)
I turned around a couple times, just after theshooting and
saw that some of the Special Agents had their guns drawn, I know
I drew mine, and saw Sit Hickey in rear seat with the AR-15, and
asked him t o oe careful ~rith it .
12 :3 4 P .m .
Presiaential motorcade arrived at FLrkland =lospital .
Tl7d rct look at my watch, however, I overhegrd someone at the
hospital say that it took four minutes to get there .
-Jp-n arrival at Parkland Hospital, I immediat.ely ran to President
Kennedy .
Mrs . Kennedy was lying over him .
I said tours . Kennedy
to let us get the President . She said in effect thatshe was not
going tc~_ove .
I got one look at the President's head and remarked to n6E,IC Kellerman, "You stay with the President, I'm
taking some of my men for Johnson ." Sri's McIntyre and Bennett
were already with Vice President Johnson, having joined SAIC
Rufus Youngblood and other Special kgents assigned to the Vise
President, as the Vice President arrived at the hospital .
The first thing we did, was request a room for the Vice President .
.after getting the Vice President and Mrs . Johnson in a room, at
the hospital, I said in effect to the Vice President, in the
presCnce of Mrs . Johnson, lair . Cliff Carter, _cecutive ~Lssistant
to the Vice President and a'~IC Youngblood, as well as others,
that I did not think the President could make it and suggested
that 'we get out of Dallas as soon as possible
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'.de (SAIC Youngblood and myself) suggested that he (Vice President)
think it over, as he would have to be sworn in .
I suggested that ~~~y
we leave Dallas via AF 1, and SAIC Youngblood agreed and suggested
that we retLsh to the ',Mite House .
SAIC Youngblood c .in give more details, as I left the Vice President
from time to time, once to get Mr . Kenneth O'Donnell, as the Vice
President did not vrint to leave Dallas, without permission or
suggestion 1'rom someone on the President's Staff .
I located Mr .
O'Donnell in hallway, near room where President Kennedy was .
',file trying to locate Mr . O'Donnell for the Vice President, I
case across ASAIC Roy Kellerman, who was assisting someone to fill
in the President's blood type on a card .
I remarked, that it was
the same as :nine Blood Group,O, Rh Positive .
Kellerman had card
in his hand vliich he got from his wallet with the President's blood
type .
:;t this time, I explained to Mr . Kellerman that the Vice President
would probably leave for Washington very soon aboard AF 1 .
I returned with Mr . O'Donnell to the Vice President, and v11ile
Mr . O'Donnell and the Vice President were talkin , I mentioned
to ASAIC Johns . t o check if the car (President's was impounded .
(I know that the word "evidence" was used .
SAIC Johns left
immediately .
Shortly after arrival at the Parkland Hospital, I asked C .W.0 .
Ira Gearhart, White House Communication Agency, (Courier for
President) to step into room next to Vice President Johnson, and
stay with him .
One of the Special Agents assigned t o Vice President Johnson
called the airport and requested the Presidential plane to stand
by to take Vice President Johnson to Washington, D .C .
I contacted the kite House Signal Board and advised them to
cancel all the other stops that had been planned for the President .
I saw ^yam Richard Johnson (4-12 shift) in hallway and asked him
to augment V .P . Detail, which he did .
I had made arrangements with the Dallas Police, in front of the
Parkland Hospital to have an unmarked police car for the Vice
President and two other cars for other passengers and Secret
Service, to take the Vice President and Mrs . Johnson to the airport .
SA Lem Johns double checked this .
I left the Vice President a second time upon the request of Mrs .
Johnson, as she had stated that she would like to see Mrs . Kennedy .
i;fter Inquiry of an agent in hallway, I located Mrs . Kennedy and
asked her, if it would be alright if Mrs . Johnson came to see her,
to which she replied "yes ." I returned to the room where the
Vice President and Mrs . Johnson were and told Mrs . Johnson .
Mrs . Johnson followed me, with two Special Agents accompanying her .
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Mrs . Johnson spent a very short time with Mrs . Kennedy, who was
sitting in achair outside of room where the President was . I returned to room where the Vice President was, with Mrs . Johnson .
I left again, this time upon reo>>est of the Vice President to
double check ~:ith itiir . Kenneth O'Donnell, if it would be O.K .
for the Vice Presidient to take ,".',F' 1 and return to ',vashington, D.C .
I located Mr . O'Donnell in hallway and he said "yes" .
The Vice President was informed that Mr . O'Donnell stated that he
could leave .
The Vice President said in effect, that he didn't
want to leave without the approval of a staff member or the .ecret
service.
:;t 1 :15
m. (according to my watch) the Vice President, in the
presence o2 v:rs . Johnson, Mr . Cliff Carter, SAIC Youngblood and
others, was informed by me,that the President was dead . Vice
iresiaent Johnson said t nWr. Carter tgfaake a note of it and
someone mentioned the time as 1 ;13 p.m . Mr . Ya7colm -ilduff,
.,ssistant press Secretary to President Kennedy came into the room
about that time and it was decided thaVhe would not release the
death of the President, until the now President Johnson tad left
the hos:ital .
1 :35 p .m . The now President Johnson, and I believe Mr . Cliff
Carter departed Parkland Hospital in an unmarked police car,
accompanied by S:~IC Youngblood . As far as I know, SIC Youngblood
never left Vice President's side, from time of shooting to
arrival at USj,F 1, which was spotted at Love Field, awaiting
for Vice President Johnson .
ivirs. Johnson rode in police car, directly behind President Johnson
accompanied by Congressman Brooks, And S 's Warren Taylor, Terry
Kivett and Glen Bennett .
Follow-up car was driven by a Dallas Policeman, accompanie4by
another policeman and 3A John Ready in front seat ; rear seat
ATSAIC Roberts, JR McIntyre and C .'u.0 . Gearhart, ',^hHC~ Courier .
SA Johns followed in another police car .
l: 0 P .M .
President and Mrs. JohnsoVurrived at Love Field and
immediate
boarded AF 1 . Special agents were posted
strategically in and around the aircraft . SA's lawton and Rybka
joined us upon arrival at airport in effecting security . .;11
blinds on aircraft were immediately drawn . I do not know vno
requested that this be done, however, I assisted in closing them .
We learned that Mrs . Kennedy/Nas enroute to -AF 1, however, we
could not confirm same, then we heard that PresidentKennedy's
body was also being brought to the aircraft . I informed Colonel
Swindel (aircraft Comm-lder) and other members of AF 1, that we
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would notAeave or do anything, until we cleared same with
Sn1C YounL;blood . As we had a few too many people aboard US,,,F 1,
I did ask ,/couple to get off .
-fter the arrival of Mrs . Kenn(,dy and t'resident Kennedy's body,
I was informed by Col . James Swindel th_t a :ederal Juu f;e Hues
(wvm-n) was enroute to .>F 1, to swear in president Johnson .
I
Immodiately informed the police present and requested ; j , Ready
to 4-,o to Lute, to make sure that the Judge dot in .
;:hen I saw
Juu-e :u}:es coming toward the tiircr ::ft, I viant to meet ner and
escorted her to the front rai%p and cleared her to go aboard, as
no one was allowed to Got aboard the aircraft, unless they, were
kno-,,m personally or cleared by Secret Service .
I did not go
abcLrd and waited r.t bottom on ramp .
Upon arrival of < S;,IC Kellerman with Ivirs . Kennedy 1nd President
Kennedy's body, he advised me that the4-12 shift ( ;,TS,LIC Stout's)
would return to '.Y'ashin~,ton, D .C . aboard f.F 1 .
It is to be
noted trat S Bennett of myAhift (8 am - 4p . :n .) Llso returned
to ',Vashington, D .C . via A .F . 1 .
2 :4 0 p .m . :,pproximately, ;,,IC Gerald - Behn, in Charge of the
7hTte House Detail calledLove 'yield, from *Jashington, D .C, and
requested that I give him thgkime that A .F . 1 departed for
Washinc",ton, D .C .
I advisedLMr . Behn that Judge Hughes was
aboard swearing in President Johnson, and advised Mr . Behn
i-;hen Judge Hughes deported : : .F . 1 .
? :4
.m .
.F . 1 departed for ';lashinCton, D .C . with President
c:nd irss . Johnson, Mrs . Kennedy and rresiuent Kennedy's body .
I might mention that I assigned the Special .,gents tc4he
follow-up car,and each knew his assignment . FOr instance, S.,
Fill waa assigned to work left rear of Presiuent's car (where
:J:rs . Kennedy was sitting), .ti, Ready virus assifmed to work the
right rear of the President's car, then &:, I .andis was to work
ri6tt front and S.-, L4cIntyre was to work the left front .
!:s far as I can remember, S: nill was the only one that had
to jump on rear step of the Presiuent'3 car, while touring
downtown Dallas, however, S.A )ready would have done the same
thing, if motorcyle was not at the President's corner of car .
3 :15
ATSAIC Roberts, SA's Ready, L:: "rrton, c :nd McIntyre
departed Love Field, Dallas, Texas via URIkll' 69'70, and arrived
.-n
p
f ;ashin,,~ton, D .C . (Andrews AFB) at 6 :35 .
Approved :
Gerald :; . Behn
Spec)&l Agent in Charge .

P. Robots
Special Agent in Charge
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At il : ;" . ,
this rime The, President, Mrs '-r;nn~dy, Cov . and
1'.rs . Gdcd1dYkVhkhk1y Connally of Tr,.--n (Yell - rman - (!rcer)
departod Love Meld, Dallas Texas in SS 1(f0-X (top removed)
F .L . car - Finrc " y Driving - Roi,crts fr-,nt . . . .at, J , ,mp sent on
left side Ken J'Donnell, j , zrp seat ri{ht ide, r)-ve :'o":,rs,
rear seat It-It ~cnnett, center Rybka and right rear - Hickey .
Left running board : 'dill on the frant, Jcintyre ', ehind him .
ht "
"
. "rant to,-Ay t,ehinci him Landis .
rin :nte away signal(radio) ^rom.Law ::on (in
We had received a
lead car) m~aninr~ 5 r~Inlites from ', rade Mart - xwwe the F :'e sidert
Abo-t 1 minute 'later at . 12 :30 p .m, two or three shots were fired,
at which time I maw +.he 1r-sident lean over on Mrs . Kennedy .
i knew he was hit,"q J,ist as the first or sccc~,d shot was fired
Kill ran from f-)llow-up car to President's car - jumped ahoa-d
and placed himlshk self over Mrs . Kennedy end the President .
T'pon seeing the President s`, :ot, I radioed Lawrson to escort us to the
-wrest hos-ital fast bat at a safe speed .
ng the downtown motorcade ,,he streets were lined wi th r,aorle,
howev~r, -in the area where the s'-ots ran,- oit . the Crowd was very sparse,
in Pact only a few people .
t is estimated that " rre were travel ; ;n- at :o , :t 20 - ? nz :1,-s ar,
_`, ;tic ti,.)--e o£ tho shooting, and it is ,relieved that 'chef ollow-lip
car was aprrox . 25 feet br:` :ind the Plnsilent's c~ .r .
I co~ild rot determine from what direction the sl, ot .s came, biat Pelt
they had come from the right side .
I immediately asked everyone on car to look to see if they co , :ld
determine where the shots came from, - no one sccmad to know .

Tllv-i-l

Emory F . Roberts .
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ASSASSINATION Ui'' Fx"';ID~N I' &)Nty i' . KrNN.Lul
ON NOVC :Mdha 22, 1963, AT UALLAS, TexeS
'1'H ::

a

Statement of Special Agent Clinton J . Hill, United States Secret
Service, concerning his activities and official duties on November 22, 1963 .
Statement dated November 30, 1963 .
I, Clinton J . Hill, Special Agent, United States Secret Service,
arrived at Love Field, Dallas, Texas, at 11 :40 a .m . on November 22, 1963, from
Fort Worth, Texas, aboard Air Force No . One (USAk' #216000) with President and Mrs .
John F . Kennedy . President and Mrs . Kennedy debarked the aircraft first from
the rear ramp followed by Governor and Mrs . John Connally and by three or four
Congressmen and Senators, and then myself and ASAIU Roy H . Kellerman .
Upon alighting, President and Mrs . Kennedy were greeted by a small
reception co,ynittee and Mrs . Kennedy was presented a bouquet of red roses . I
ran over to the Secret Service Follow-up car immediately upon my arrival and
placed my topcoat and a small folder containing information on this Dallas stop
of the Texas trip on the floor of the car . I then went back to where the Presideni
and Mrs . Kennedy were greeting an elderly lady in a wheel chair .
The general public was restricted from the ramp area of Love Field by
a permanent chain-link fence . There were a number of photographers and correspondents on the ramp area covering the arrival .
The President noticed the large number of people being restrained by
the fence and walked over to the crowd and began shaking hands . He moved from
his right to his left down the fence . Mrs . Kennedy accompanied him . I remained
very close to Mrs . Kennedy observing the outstretched hands of well-wishers to
make sure no weapons were extended toward Mrs . Kennedy and that nothing was handed
to her . I accompanied Mrs . Kennedy behind the Fresident along the fence and then
to the Presidential automobile which was waiting to take President and Mrs .
Kennedy and Governor and Mrs . John Connally to the Trade Mart for a luncheon,
after a 45-minute motorcade through downtown Dallas .
President and Mrs . Kennedy entered the automobile with the President
getting into the right rear seat and Mrs . Kennedy into the left rear seat . Mrs .
Connally got into the left jump seat and Governor Connally into the right jump
seat . SA William Greer was driving the automobile with ASaIC Roy H . Kellerman
in the right front seat . I went to the left rear side of the Presidential
automobile and stood on the airport ramp along side where Mrs . Kennedy was
sitting .
As the Presidential automobile began to move forward
walked along side of the left rear of the automobile for about
there were no people at all on the airport ramp I went back to
immediately behind the Presidential Automobile and mounted the
of the left running board .
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at 11 :55 a .m . I
150 feet, and since
the automobile
forward portion

Page Two of Statement of Special Agent Clinton J . Hill, dated Nov . 30, 1963 :
SA Sam Kinney was driving this 6ecrat Service Follow-up car which was

3 1955 Cadillac 9-passenger convertible specifically outfitted for use by the

Secret Service . A'1'SAIC rmory Hoberts was sitting in the right front seat and
Dperatin3 the two-way radio . SA John heady was on the forward portion of the
-fight hand running board ; SA William McIntyre on the rear portion of the left hand
vnning board ; SA Paul h . Landis on the rear portion of the right hand running
)card ; Mr . Kenneth O'Donnell, Presidential Appointment Secretary, was seated on
she left side of the second seat ; Mr . Dave Powers, Presidential heceptionist,
ias seated on the right side o£ the second seat ; SA George Hickey was seated on
.he left side of the third seat ; and SA Glen Bennett was seated on the right side
)f the third seat .
The Presidential Follow-up car was followed by a 1964 Lincoln .l~rdoor
onvertible occupied by vice-President and Mrs . Lyndon Johnson, Senator Ralph
arborough, with ASAIC Itufus Youngblood in the right front seat . This automobile
as followed by a Secret Service follow-up car for the Vice President, and then
ame automobiles occupied by photographers, correspondents, Senators and Congress,en .
Preceding the Presidential automobile was a Dallas Police Department Lead
ar in which SA Winston Lawson of the Secret Service was riding . Police motorycles preceded and flanked the motorcade . 'there were two police motorcycles on
he left side of the Presidentts Secret Service follow-up car running abreast of
ne another between the automobile and the crowd of people .
My instructions for Dallas were to work the left rear of the Presidential
utomabile and remain in close proximity to Mrs . John F . Kennedy at all times .
he agent assigned to work the left rear of the Presidential automobile rides on
he forward portion of the left hand running, board of the Secret Service follow-up
ar and only moves forward to walk alongsidethe I-residential automobile when it
lows to such a pace that people can readily approach the auto on foot . If the
roved is very heavy, but the automobile is running at a rather rapid speed, the
gent rides on the left rear of the Presidential automobile on a step specifially designed for that purpose .
As the motorcade moved from Love Field through downtown Dallas toward
he Trade Mart, there were four (4) occasions before we reached the end of Main
treat where I moved from the forward portion of the left running board of the
ollow-up car to the rear step of the Presidential automobile . I did this because
he motorcycles that were along the left hand side of the follow-up car were unable
o move up alongside the President's car due to the crowd surging into the street .
ne motorcycles were forced to drop back and so I jumped from the Follow-up car
nd =.canted the President's car . I remained in this position until the crowd
hinned and was away from the Fresident's automobile, allowing the motorcycles
approached the end of
o once again move up alongside of the automobile . iNhen we
prior to
ain Street the crowd was noticeably less dense than had been the case
hat point .
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Tne motorcade made a right hand turn onto Elm Street . I was on the
Torward portion of the left running board of the follow-up car . The motorcade
made a left hand turn from Elm Street toward an underpass . We were traveling
about 12 to 15 miles per hour . On the left hand side was a grass area with a fe
people scattered along it observing the motorcade passing, and I was visually
scanning these people when I heard a noise similar to a firecracker . The sound
came from my right rear and I immediately moved my head in that direction . In
so doing, Mr eyes had to cross the Presidential automobile and I saw the Presides
hunch forward and then slum to his left . I jumped from the Follow-up car and
ran toward the Presidential automobile . I heard a second firecracker type noise
but it had a different sound--like the sound of shooting a revolver into somethil
hard . I saw the President slump more toward his left .
I jumped onto the left rear step of the Presidential automobile, Mrs .
Kennedy shouted, "They've shot his head off ;" then turned and raised out of her
seat as if she were reaching to her right rear toward the back of the car for
something that had blown out . I forced her back into her seat and placed my bod;
above President and Mrs, Kennedy . SA Greer had, as I jumped onto the Presidents+
automobile, accelerated the Presidential automobile forward . I heard ASAIC
Kellerman call SA IAwson on the two-ray radio and say, "To the nearest hospital,
quick ." I shouted as loud as I could at the Lead car, "To the hospital, to the
hospital ."
As I lay over the top of the back seat I noticed a portion of the
President's head on the right rear side was missing and he was bleeding profusel;
Part of his brain was gone . I saw a part of his skull with hair on it lying in
the seat . The time of the shooting was approximately 12 ;30 p,m,, Dallas time,
looked forward to the jump seats and noticed Governor Connally's chest was cover
with blood and he was slumped to his left and partially covered up by his wife .
I had not realized until this point that the Governor had been shot .
When we arrived at Parkland Memorial Hospital, Dallas, I jumped off th
Presidential automobile, removed my suit coat and covered the P'resident's head
and upper chest with it . I assisted in lifting the President from the rear seat
of the automobile onto a wheel type stretcher and accompanied the President and
Mrs . Kennedy into the Emergency Room . Governor Connally had been placed in an
Emergency Room across the hall .
I exited the Emergency Room almost immediately because of the large
number of doctors and nurses in the room, which was quite small . I asked a nurs
standing outside of the Emergency Room in which the President was lying to pleas
have everyone except those Medical Staff members necessary leave the emergency
ward . She immediately began screening medical staff members .
I asked for the nearest telephone . ASAIC Kellerman exited the Emerges
Room and told me to contact the White House in Washington and to keep the line
open continually . I asked SA Lawson for the telephone number of the Dallas Whit
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ige Four of Statement of Special Agent Clinton J . Hill ., dated Nov . 30, 1963 :
ruse switchboard and he gave it to me . I dialed the Dallas White House operator
-id told him to connect me with the White House in Washington and to keep this
.ne open continuously . He did so .
ASAIC Kellerman came out of the Emergency hoom again and took the
iler' :one and asked for SAIC Gerald A . Behn, Secret Service, The ;white House,
shlngton . This was approximately 12 :39 p .m . Kellerman told Behn that there
d been a double tragedy ; that the President and Governor Connally had both been
of and that I would keep him advised . I took over the telephone and told Mr .
h n that the situation was extremely critical . The operator cut into the line
d said The Attorney General wanted to talk to me . He asked me what the situation
s and I advised him that the President had been inured very seriously and
at I would keep him advised as to his condition .
Mr . Kellerman came back out of the Emergency Room and said, "Clint,
11 Gerry that this is not for release and not official, but the man is dead ."
told that to Mr . Behn and then requested that he immediately contact the Attorney
neral and other members of the Presidentfs family so that he could advise them
the situation rather than having them hear it over some news media .
I then received a request from Mr . O'Donnell to obtain a casket
mediately so that we could transport the body back to Washington, D . C ., as
ickly as possible . I contacted the Hospital Administrator and asked for the
me of the nearest mortuary . He said it would be O'Neil, Inc . I telephoned
em and identified myself and requested that they bring the best casket immediately
ailable at the mortuary to the Parkland Memorial Hospital Emergency Entrance
d deliver it to me . The casket arrived in about twenty minutes at approximately
+0 p .m . Ne wheeled it immediately into the Emergency Room where the President's
iy lay .
I advised the Air Force Aide that we wanted Air Force No . One moved to
iifferent location at Love Field and to have it secured completely away from
a view of the General Public . I requested that no press be admitted to the
as in which Air Force One was to be placed . I requested SA David Grant to
tify the Dallas Police that we did not want to use the same entrance to Love
:ld that previously had been planned . I then went with the Hospital Adminisator and checked the shortest and most direct route from the Emergency Room to
a emergency platform where the O'Neil hearse was waiting . I advised ATSAIC
cart Stout of the route and requested that it be cleared of personnel .
The President's body, accompanied by Mrs . Kennedy, exited the Emergency

entrance platform .
Dm at approximately 1 :58 p .m . and proceeded to the emergency

Mrs . Kennedy,
a casket was placed in the back of the O'Neil, Inc ., hearse and the back of the
entered
Physician),
and
I
President's
viral George Burkley (the
Stuart Stout
arse with the casket . SA Andrew Berger drove the hearse ; AISAIC
seat .
is in the center front seat and ASAIC Kellerman rode in the right front
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We departed Parkland Memorial Hospital at 2 :04 p .m . SA Lawson rode in
the 'Dallas Police Department Lead Car . A Secret Service follow-up car followed
immediately behind the hearse . The motorcade arrived at Air Force One, Love
Field, at 2 :14 p .m .
At 2 :18 p .m. the casket was placed aboard Air Force One with Mrs . Keened;
accompanying it . The casket was situated in the left rear corner of the aircraft
where four seats had been removed . Mrs . Kennedy sat in one of the two seats
immediately across the aisle from the casket .
The aircraft could not immediately depart because Vice-President Johnson
had to be sworn in as the 36th President of the United States and it was necessary
to wait for a Judge to arrive to do this . All personnel on Air Force one includin ;
Mrs . Kennedy were requested to witness the swearing in ceremony vdiich took place
in the Presidential Compartment of Air Force One at 2 :38 p .m. I also attended .
I departed Love Field, Dallas, aboard Air Force One at 2 :47 p .m . en
route to Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland . I arrived at Andrews Air Force Base
at 5 :58 p .m . I assisted in moving the casket bearing the President's body from
Air Force One to a U . S . Navy ambulance . Mrs . Kennedy got in the back of the
ambulance with the casket as did Attorney General Robert Kennedy, who had joined
Mrs . Kennedy aboard Air Force One upon arrival at Andrews Air Force Base . General
Godfrey McHugh also rode in the back of the ambulance . The ambulance was driven
by SA Greer with ASAIC Kellerman, SA Landis, and Admiral Burkley riding in the
front seat . I followed in the car immediately behind the ambulance with Dr .
John W . Walsh, Dave Powers, Kenneth OtDonnell and Larry O'Brien .
The motorcade departed Andrews Air Force Base for Bethesda Naval Hospita .
Bethesda, Maryland, at 6 :10 p .m . We were escorted by motorcycle police officers .
The motorcade arrived Bethesda Naval Hospital at 6 :55 p .m. Mrs . Kennedy, the
Attorney General, SA Landis and I went immediately inside and via elevator to the
17th Floor of the hospital, the location of the Presidential Suite . Members of
the immediate family and close friends were waiting in the suite .
The President's body was taken to the morgue at the hospital, accompanied
by ASAIC Kellerman, SA Greer, and Admiral Burkley,for an autopsy . SA Landis and
I secured the 17th Floor of the hospital and remained there with Mrs . Kennedy . We
established a communications system with the White House and handled all telephone
calls both incoming and outgoing, screening each and every call . Any person
attempting to reach the 17th Floor was also screened .
At approximately 2 :45 a .m., November 23, I was requested by ASAIC
Kellermsn to come to the morgue to once again view the body . When I arrived the
autopsy had been completed and ASAIC Kellerman, SA Greer, General McHugh and I
viewed the wounds . I observed a wound about six inches down from the neckline
on the back just to the right of the spinal column . I observed another wound on
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?a .e Six of Statement of Special Agent Clinton J . Hill, dated Nov . 30, 1963 :
the right rear portion of the skull . Attendants of the Joseph Gawler Mortuary
mere at this time preparing the body for placement in the casket . A new casket
iad been obtained from Gawler Mortuary in which the body was to be placed .
I went back to the 17th Floor of the hospital at approximately 3 :10 a .m .
rhe President's body was taken from the U . S . Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Maryland,
at 3 :56 a .m ., accompanied by Mrs . Kennedy and Attorney General Kennedy, in the
-ear of a U . S . Navy ambulance driven by SA Greer . ASAIC Kellerman rode in the
"ight front seat . I rods in the right front seat of a White House limousine
-mmediately behind the ambulance . The motorcade was accompanied by motorcycle
)olice and arrived at the White House at 4 :24 a .m . 'rhe casket was taken
mmediatelyy to the East Room and placed in the center of the room on a catephalt .

Clinton J . Hill
Special Agent
U . S . Secret Service
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TEE
HOU6C. DETAIL
1'0 ,rember 29, 1963
The following events regarding the &Usassination of the late
President Yonnedy, are outlined to the best of my knowledge .
11o statement is based upon information relcs,sed by any form
of nei,,s media .
On Friday, Nov . 22, 1963, I was working on the 8 am to 4 pm
shift of the Secret Service White House Detail, and was
under the supervision of ATSAIC i~mory Roberts . Othpr agents
working that day were jack Ready, Don Lawton, Glen ennett,
and two agents assigned to Mrs . Kennedy, Clint Hill and
Paul Land's .
The Presidential aircraft, AF 1, arrived at Dallas Love
Field, Dallas, Texas, at aoproximately 11 :40 am on Iov . 22,
1963 . The above-mentioned agents departed the front of the
aircraft and assumed protective positions around the President
when he departed the ree.r exit of AF 1 . The President
walked close to a large crowd and shook hands with the peo :le
for approximately 5 or 10 minutes . He then stepped into the
Presidential limousine, an open car, and was seated to the
right of i."rs . Kennedy, in the rear seat . Governor Connally
and :iis Wife 'were seated In the jump seats of the car, directly
, n front of the President and Mrs . Kennedy . The sov,_~rnur was
seated to the right of Inis wife . ASAIC Roy Kellerman was
sated in the right front seat of the limousine .
As the motorcade departed .Love Field, the President's car
".1-as-closely follo ;;ed by the Secret Service follow-up car,
which maint&in ::d its position throughout the events of the day .
Agent Roberts was s-cated in the front seat of the follow-up
car, n~xt to the driver . Kenneth O'Donnell was seated to the
left of David powers, in the jump seats of the car . Agents
George Hickey, a driver, and Glen Bennett, were in the rear
seat, with Bennett on Hickey's tight . Agents Ready and Landis
rode the right running board, with Landis behind Ready, and
agent Clint Hill and I rode the left running board, Hill being
in front of me .
The :motorcade was scheduled to last approximately 45 minutes .
As we pasced through downtown Dallas, crowds were quite
heavy, and two motorcycles, on either flank of the President1a1 vehicle, were of considerable assistance in keeping the
motorcade clear .
As the motorcade cleared the main downtown area, it made a
right turn, went approximately one block, and then executed
a left turn . After this turn, there was essentially no crowd,
and green expanses of lawn stretched to the right and left of
the motorcade .
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Directly in front of us was an underpass with a green siwn
with white lattering, stating "interim ; Thornton Freeways .
T!_e Presidential. vehicle was ar.proximately 200 feet from
the underpass when the first shot was fired, followed in
quick succession by two more . I Vrould estimate that all
three shots were fired within 5 seconds . after the second
shot, I looked at the President and witncsccd his being
struck in the head by the third and last shot . p y that time,
:1.'r . Roberts had used the radio in our car to direct the
vehicles to a hospital . Yost, if' not all the agents in the
follow-up car had drawn their weapons, and agent Hickey
gas handling the Art-15 . None of us could deterr-ne the oriCin
Df the shots, and no shots were fired by any aE;ent .
Jpon arrival at the hospital, agent ,ennett and I esco :-tad
then Vice-President Johnson into a vacant treatment room .
agents XounFblood &nd Kivett stayed with him while agent
Caylor and I stood nearby . Agent Bennett established
secu :^ity outside the door to the room .
'he shooting occured at approxim~,, .tely l? :25 pm, and we had
:,cached the hospital at approximately 12 :30 pm .
>hortly after 1 :30 pm, the Vice-president and Mrs . Johnson
iere taken to Love Field and placed aboard AF 1 . ASents
,awton, Ready, and I established security around the aircraft .
. K ,~ruiedy, accompanying the body of
ti thin a short time, airs
'resident Kennedy, arrived at Love Field, and boarded AF 1 .
,F 1 then departed Dallas, Texas, at what I think was about
'. :15 pm .
,t 3 :15 pm, agents Roberts, Lawton, Ready, and I departed
>allas, Texas via AF 6970, the back-up plane, and arrived
.t Andrews Air Force Base at 6 :30 pm . We all then returned to
.he White House, and submitted summarized reports of the day's
;vents to I,ir . Roberts .

William T . McInty
Special Agent
U . S . Secret Service
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November 22,

1963

On this date, at approximately 12 :30 Fan, at Dallas, Texas, I
was assigned the post of the left rear area on the running board
of the Secret Service Follow-up car . At this time, the President
and Mrs . Kennedy were riding in the Presidential limolzsine,
abort 30 feet in front of my position .
As we a pproached the underpass leading to the Thornton Freeway,
there was little, if any crowd present . I heard three shots fired
and observing the President, noticed that he had been struck by
at least one bullet, I thought in the head .
I recall a rolling lawn to the right of the area where the
President was shot, and seem to also recall an expanse of lawn
to the left of the Presidential vehicle .
I attempted to locate the origin of the
shots, but was unable
to do so . Both the Presidential vehicle and the Secret Service
follow-up car immediately sped to the hospital .

William T . McIntyre
Special Agent
Whtte House Detail
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DBLLAS, TEXAS - NO~iihBER 22, 1963 - FiIDAY
I, John D . Ready, Special Agent, United States Secret Servic9
ashinr.-ton, D .C . arrived at Love Field, Dallas, Texas, at a.pproxate'.y 11 :40 a .m ., Friday, November 22, 1963 onboard the President
. .- Aircraft (USAFffl) . Upon arrival, I left the aircraft and went to
he Press Area (photographers and newsmen)located near the Presidential
a,-pot the rear of the plane .Here President John F . Ken:_edy greeted a
roup of personsand then walkedto the fenced off spectator area . I
ollowed the President and :Ire . Kennedy . After 10-15 ::anutes, the
.
resident, bars
. Kennedy, Govenor Conn4.ly (State of Texas) and :ors
onnally entered the Presidential limousine, the motorcade departed
Dve Field and proceeded on its scheduled route . During this motorade I held a post on the right frontdoor running-board of the U .S .
acret Service follow-up car .
Several times enroute the President's car stopped a .d the Preslent shod: hands with the crowds . In the downtown,heavily contested,
rea of Dallas, a. tten-age male came forth from the crowds on r.:y right
!de . I left the follow-up car, chased the youth several yeardc before
ina: ; !:i "_ into the crowds on the right side . We departed the downin area and the crowds diminished noticeably .
At about 12 :30 p .m . i;e began the ap,roaah to the Thornton Freeway
^aveling about 20-25
a slight incline . I was about 25-30 feet
^om President Kennedy who was located in the right rear seat . I heard
:at appeared to be fire-crackers going offfrom my position . I im:-ediatLy turnedto ^y right rear trying to locate the source but was not a';le
> dote WL.e the exact location .
At this time the U .S . Secret Service follow-up car seemed to slow
:d I heard someonefrom inside this car say :"he's shot" . I left the
)llow-un car in the direction o£ the President's car but was re-called
ATSAIC Emory Roberts(Secret Service) as the cars increased their
>eeds . I got back on the car and seated myself beside Mr . Roberts in
ie right front seat . The cars proceeded to the hospital several miles
.stance .
On my arrival at the Parkland Hos_aital, Dallas, hospital personnel
!re awaiting the arrival of President Kennedy . After the President was
.ken to the emergency room, I was posted by ASAIC Kellerman (Secret
rvice), at the door entrance . I remained on this post until notified
ATSAIC Roberts that we were leaving for Love Field with President
hnson . I departed the hospital in a Dallas Police Cruiser to the rear
President Johnson .
Upon my arrival at Love Field I boarded the Presidential Aircraft
SAF#1), expecting to depart immediately . It was at this time thgt I
s notified that Mrs . Kennedy and the, late President were returninc to
shington, D .C . on this plwne .
ATSAIC Robert ; asked me to set-up the aizport security which I aid .
s . Kenneay arrived and we were relieved by Lae 4-12 shift who then
ard e
r d Lae Presidential aircraft .
At 3 :15 p .w . I departed Love Field, Dallas, Texas for Wash ;
. on the Vice-Presidential aircraft (USAF#2)
~ohn D . Rea
pecial Agent
White House Detail .
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Friday

, November 22, 1963

7 :25 p .m .

On Friday, fovember 22, 1963 in Dallas,TTexas, I was wprl,ing the TTS
Secret Service follow-up car about 25-30 feet to the rear of President and
Mrs . Kennedy, Gov . and Mrs . Connolly of Texas . At about 12 :30 p .m . I heard
tirhat sounded like fire crackers going off from my post on the right front
running board . The President's car slowed, someone in the follow-up car stated
he was shot, and I left to run to the President's car, At that time I was recalled to thefollow-up car and took the right front seat aside of ATSAIC
Roberts, and proceeded to a hospital several miles distant .
The shooting occured as we were approcahing the Thronton Freeway,
traveling about 20-25 miles per hour in a slight incline . There appeared to
be no spectators on the right side of the road-way .
After the initial shot I attempted to locate the area from where
not able to . It appeared that the shots came
they had come from but was
from my right-rear side .

John D . Ready
Special Agent
1-16
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THE ASSASSINATION OF PHESIDLNT JOHN F . KENNEDY
ON NOVEMBER 22, 1963, AT DALL+S, TEXAS
Statement of Special Agent Paul E . Iandis, Jr ., United States Secret
Service, concerning his activities and official duties on November 22, 1963 .
On November 22, 1963, I ~rrived at Love Field Airport, uallAs, Texas,
it 11 :35 a .m ., having traveled from Ft . Worth, Texas, to Dallas, 'Texas, on
)card U . S . Air Force Flight #6970 . Upon my arrival I disembarked from the
Lircraft and immediately walked to where the motorcade vehicles were parked .
special Agent Sam Kinney was the first person that I recognized, and I remember
speaking to him and standing by the Follow-up car and jokingly asking him if he
:ould tell me where the Follow-up car was .
After speaking to Sam, I walked over
o double check to see if I was still assigned
ad previously been arranged . He was standing
n which the President would be riding, and he
n the Follow-up car .

to Special Agent Win I .siw'.Ron just
to working the Follow-up car as
by the front right fender of the car
told me that I was still to ride

Only a very few moments later the President's Aircraft was pulling up
o its mooring spot and I moved up to where I would be near the President and
Lrst Lady when they disembarked from the aircraft .
There appeared to be a very large crowd at the airport and most of the
3ople were restrained behind a chain-link fence which was about four or five
Pest high . On the opposite side of the fence from the crowd there was a very
irrow sidewalk and curbing which ran along the fence-line .
There were several people on the same side of the fence as the
"asident but most of them were photographers .
As soon as the President and First Lady disembarked from the Aircraft,
"s . Kennedy was presented a bouquet of roses . The President was also presented
sat appeared to be two hand-drawn charcoal portraits of himself and Mrs . Kennedy
i a black leather and glass folding frame . I believe that this was given to
m by a lady wearing a red coat .
Just after the President received the black leather frame I held out
" hand and he handed it to me . I had been standing Just off to Mrs . Kennedy's
tft, slightly in front of her . She was on the left side of the President .
At this time the President and First Iady started walking towards the
" owd which was restrained behind the fence . On the way, they did stop for a few
,conds to talk to an elderly lady in a wheel chair who was on the field area
,out thirty feet from where the above presentations were made .
They then walked over to the crowd and walked along the fence from
eir right to their left . At first I was in front of the President, clearing a
thway through the photographers and observing the crowd reaching over the fence ;
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Page lyro . _pf Statement of Special agent Paul E . Iandis, Jr ., dated Nov .

30, 1963 :

but I noticed that Mrs . Kennedy was moving along slower and becoming separated
from the President so I asked another agent, I don't recall who, to move up
where I was and I dropped back to assist Special Agent Clinton Hill who was next
to Mrs . Kennedy . I continued to keep a pathway clear for Mrs . Kennedy, removing
small hand signs that had been dropped in her pathway on the sidewalk and
occasionally cautioning to watch out for the curbing . At one point, where the
direction of the fence made a right angle turn to the left of the way we were
moving, I do remember reaching up and holding a fairly large flag away that
someone was waving over the fence . Only a few feet further and the fence and
sidewalk made another 90 degree turn in the direction in which we were originally
moving .
At this point we stopped momentarily and started in the direction of
the cars which were slightly behind us and had been moving along towards us .
Mrs . Kennedy asked where the President was and SA Hill noticed him continuing
along the fence shaking hands with the crowd ; so Mrs . Kennedy returned to the
fence and did the same .
Only a short distance later the President and First Lady stopped shaking
hands hnd entered their automobile . I stood by the right rear side until the car
started moving and then hopped on the right rear portion of the right running
board of the Follow-up car . I was standing with my right leg on the running
board and any left leg up over+ and inside the Follow-up car . I stayed in tUs
position until we were leaving the Airport area and remarked that, "I might as
well get all the way in, " and I did so . I glanced at my watch but I don't
recall the time .
Special Agents Glen Bennett and George Hickey were seated to my left
respectively in the rear of the Follow-up car . Mr . David Powers was seated
directly in front of me in the center portion of the Follow-up car and Mr . Kenneth
O'Donnell was seated on Mr . Power's left . Special Agent Sam Kinney was driving
and ATSAIC ttoberts was seated in the right front seat . Special Agents John heady,
Clinton Hill, and Tim McIntyre were standing on the right front, left front, and
left rear portions of the running board, respectively .
The motorcade had not proceeded far when A'15AIC noberts asked me to get
back on the outside running board, "Just in case," which I immediately did . The
crowd was about two deep along each side of the road and I would guess that we
were traveling about twenty miles per hour .
As the motorcade proceeded towards the main business section of downtown
Dallas I watched the crowd for anyone trying to run towards the President's car
or any person who might be holding anything harmful in his hands . I observed
the rooftops and windows of the buildings along the route . On the outskirts of
town most of the buildings were of a one or two story type structure and very
few people were on the rooftops . The crowd was three or more deep along the
street as we proceeded towards downtown Dallas with most intersections more
heavily crowded . The outskirts seemed to consist mostly of used car lots, junk
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alers, auto parts stores, and this typical type of neighborhood . At one interction there were some Cuban Pickets but I don't recall exactly what their signs
id except that they did have "Cuba" on them .
A little further towards town some people had a sign asking the
asident to please stop and shake hands, which he saw as he passed and stopped .
immediately ran up to his car as it stopped and assumed a position next to him
i observed the crowd as it merged on the car, especially watching the hands .
st of the people were children but I do remember one of the adult ladies who was
Wing the sign, remarking, "It worked, our sign workedl"
At various places along the route I remember Mr . Dave Powers standing
and taking movies of the Fresident's car and the crowd .
The closer we carne to downtown Dallas the larger the crowds became . At
reral places they were forcing their way into the street and there was just
-ely enough room for the cars to get through . There were two motorcycle escorts
each side of the President's and the Follow-up car and in several instances
3 crowd was so' close that the motorcycles could not get through and had to
drop
ipletely behind the Follow-up oar . During these instances SA Clint Hill would
r up and jump on the left rear bumper of the President's car and he would ride
sre until the crowd was further back away from the President's car .
Just before we reached the heart of downtown Dallas, I remember noticing
re new looking, very high, multistoried skyscrapers and I remarked to Jack
.dy that there were even people way up on the roof of one . I think the motor.e made a right turn onto Main Street, as that is the only street sign I saw
remembered . I remember thinking to myself that about every town I know of
a Main Street .
Itm not sure how far we traveled on Main Street, but I do know that
s is where the crowd seemed heaviest . The buildings were tall on both sides
the street but I didn't notice many people'in the windows . I continued to
n the crowds on the street and the buildings along the route . I glanced at
Presidentts car somewhere along Main Street and saw Clint Hill again standing
the left rear bumper behind Mrs . Kennedy who was seated to the President's
t . Governor Connally was seated in front of the President and Mrs . Connally
in front of Mrs . Kennedy .
The crowd lined both sides of the street and in several places was
ht out into the street leaving barely enough room to get through .
Not long after we turned onto Main Street there was one boy who, I
Id say, was in his early teens who ran out from the crowd after the President1s
Follow-up cars had passed and tried to overtake the President's car . I saw
coming and tapped SA Heady on the shoulder and pointed towards him. iie was
rying a camera . SA Ready jumped off the running board, overtook the boy and
hod him back into the crowd .
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When we reached the end of Main Street we turned right and approached
a gradual left turn . As we approached the intersection and while we were turning
left, the crowd seemed to thin and almost disappear around the turn . I then made
a quick surveillance of a building which was to be on the President's right once
the left turn was completed. It appeared to be the last one in sight . It was a
modernistic type building, approximately eight stories high, and it had large
glass windows . I also seem to recollect orange paneling or siding . None of the
windows were open, and I did not see anyone standing by them . I surmised that the
building was closed or that all its employees were out on the street corner .
As the President's car continued around the corner, I continued to
survey the crowd along the righthand side of the road and noticed that it was
fairly scattered, with hardly enough people to form a single line . I continued
to look abead to an overpass over the route we were traveling. At approximately
this point, I would say, the President's car and the Follow-up car had just '
completed their turns and both were straightening out .
At this moment I heard what sounded like the report of a high-powered
rifle from behind me, over my right shoulder . When I heard the sound there was
no question in my mind what it was . My first glance was at the President, as I
was practically looking in his direction anyway . I saw him moving in a manner
which I thought was to look in the direction of the sound. I did not realize
that President Kennedy had been shot at this point .
I immediately returned my gaze, over my right shoulder, toward the
modernistic building I had observed before . with a quick glance I saw nothing
and immediately started scanning the crowd at the intersection from my right to
my left . I observed nothing unusual and began to think that the sound had been
that of a fire cracker but I hadn't seen any smoke . In fact, I recall Special
Agent Jack Ready saying, "Ohat was it? A Fire Cracker?" I remarked, "I don't
know ; I don't see any smoke ." So far the lapsed period of time could not have
been over two or three seconds .
All during this time I continued to scan the crowd, returning my gaze
towards the President's car. It must have been another second or two before the
next shot was fired because, as I recall having seen nothing out of the ordinary,
I then thought that maybe one of the cars in the motorcade had had a blowout that
had echoed off the buildings . I looked at the right front tire of the President' ;
car and saw it was all right . I then glanced to see the right rear tire, but
could not because the Follow-up car was too close.
I also thought of trying to run and jump on the President's car but did
not think I could make it because of the speed at which we were traveling . I
decided I had better stay where I was so that I would at least be near the First
Lady, to whom I am assigned . I think that it was at this point that I thought,
"Faster, Faster, Faster," thinking that we could not get out of the area soon
enough . However, I don't have any idea as to how fast we were then moving .
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age Five of Statement of Special Agent Paul E . Landis, Jr ., dated Nov. 30,
1963 :
I had drawn my gun, but I am not sure exactly when I did this . I did
eave my suit cc- . unbuttoned all during the motorcade movement, thinking at the
ime that I could get to my gun faster this way, if I had to .
I glanced towards the President and he still appeared to be fairly
pright in his seat, leaning slightly toward Mrs. Kennedy with his head tilted
lightly back . I think Mrs . Kennedy had her right arm around the President's
houlders at this time . I also remember Special Agent Clinton Hill attempting
o climb onto the back of the President's car.
It was at this moment that I heard a second report and it appeared that
ae President's head split open with a muffled exploding sound. I can best
sscribe the sound as I heard it, as the sound you would get by shooting a high
Dwered bullet into a five gallon can of water or shooting into a mellon . I saw
Laces of flesh and blood flying through the air and the President slumped out of
Lght towards Mrs . Kennedy.
The time lapse between the first and second report must have been about
)ur or five seconds .
My immediate thought was that the President could not possibly be alive
.tar being hit like he was . I still was not certain from which direction the
~cond shot came, but my reaction at this time was that the shot came from some
iere towards the front, right-hand side of the road .
I did not notice anyone on the overpass, and I scanned the area to the
.ght of and below the overpass where the terrain sloped towards the road on
rich we were traveling . The only person I recall seeing clearly was a Negro
.le in light green slacks and a beige colored shirt running from my left to right,
the slope, across a grassy section, along a sidewalk, towards some steps and
at appeared to be a low stone wall . He was bent over while running and I started
point towards him, but I didn't notice anything in his hands and by this time
i were going under the overpass at a very high rate of speed. I was looking
ck and saw a motorcycle policeman stopping along the curb approximately adjacent
where I saw the Negro running .
After we rode under the overpass I again looked at the President's car
,d saw Special Agent Clint Hill lying across the trunk . He was looking back
wards the Follow-up oar shaking his head back and forth and gave a thumbs-down
gn with his hand .
AMAIC Roberts asked if anyone got the exact time of the shooting and
meone said"about 12 :30 p .m. ;" then someone told me to get inside the car and
fled me by the arm. My sun glasses fell off and Special Agent Bennett handed
em to me . By now we were on an Lxpressway and a few people were standing in
-ots along the way waving as we went by .
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Page Six of Statement of Special Agent Paul h . Iandis, Jr ., dated Nov . 30, 1963 :
ATSAIC ttoberts was telling the other agents in the Follow-up car to
cover vice-President Johnson as soon as we stopped .
Sometime around 12 :37 p .m . we arrived at Parkland Memorial Hospital .
I immediately ran to the left rear side of the President's car, reached over and
tried to help Mrs . Kennedy up by taking hold of her shoulders . She did not want
to let go of President Kennedy whose head she held in her la;, and she was ber.ding
over him . She said something like, "No, I want to stay with rdfnt"
Agent Hill had in the meantime opened the left rear door of the
Fresidential Convertible, stepped inside and took Mrs . Kennedy by the arm . She
released the President and someone said, "Cover u;, his head ." Agent Hill took
off his suit coat and covered up the Presidents head . I also remember Mr . Powers
leaning in the car and saying, "Oh, Not, Mr . President! Mr . Pr .;sidentt"
By this time someone was lifting the Presidentts body out of the right
side of the car . Agent Hilt helped Mrs . Kennedy out o£ the car, and I followed .
Mrs . Kennedy's purse and hat and a cigarette lighter were on the back seat . I
picked thes .: three items up as I walked through the car and followed Mrs . Kennedy
into the hospital .
The President's body was taken directly to an Emergency Room, and I
think I remember Mrs . Kennedy following the people in but coming out almost
immediately . fhe door to the Emergency doom was closed and I stayed by Mrs .
Ken.-medy's side . Someone, in the meantime, had brought a chair for Mrs . Kennedy
to sit in and she sat just outside of the Emergency Room . There were several
people milling around and with the help of a nurse we cleared all unauthorized
personnel out of the immediate area .
Someone came out of the Room that the President was in and asked if
anyone knew his blood Type . ASAIC Kellerman and SA Hill immediately reached for
their wallets . ASAIC Kellerman gave the man the information first .
At one point someone else came out of the Presidentis Room again and
said he was still breathing . Mrs . Kennedy stood up and said, "Uo you mean he may
live?" No one answered .
Most of the time while in the hospital I stayed right next to Mrs .
Kennedy . Tlidce, I believe, she went into the zoom where the President was ; howeve
I remained outside by the door . A short time later I still remember several
people standing around, and I asked a doctor for help in clearing the area .
At approximately 2 :00 p .m . the President's body was wheeled from the
hospital in a coffin into an ambulance . Special Agent Andrew Berger drove the
ambulance ; ASAIC Kellerman and A'PSAIC Stout were in the front seat . Mrs . Kennedy,
Admiral burkley, and Agent Hill rode in the rear of the ambulance with the
President's body .
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3-ge Seven of Statement o].' Special Agent Paul E . Landis, Jr ., dated Nov . 30, 1963 :
I rode in the Follow-up car behind the ambulance which departed the
>spital at 2 :04 p .m .
At 2 :14 p .m ., the President's body arrived at Love Field Airport and
sveral Secret Service abants irmnediatoly carried it on board U . S . Air Force No .
i e via the rear door . I followed on board behind Mrs . Kennedy and then moved to
ie forward section of the plane . I witnessed the swearing in of President
:hnson at 2 :39 p .m . in the center compartment on board Air Force #1, and at
47 p .m . departed Love Field Airport, Dallas, Texas, via Air Force No . One, with
"s . Kennedy and the body of the late President Kennedy .
Upon our arrival. a t Andrews Air Force Base, Md ., at 5 :58 p .m. I helped
.rry ~he late President Kennedy's coffin from Air Force #1 . The body was placed
an ambulance which departed Andrews Air Force Base at approximately 6 :10 p .m .,
iven by Special Agent William Greer . ASAIC Kellerman, Admiral Burkley, and I
de in the front seat of the ambulance . Mrs . Kennedy and Attorney General Robert
anedy rode in the rear of the ambulance with President Kennedy's body .
The above party arrived at Bethesda Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Md ., at
proximately 6 :55 p .m. Special Agent Hill and I escorted Mrs . Kennedy to the
th Floor where we immediately secured the area . Only hospital personnel
signed to the area, Kennedy family members and friends, and authorized personnel
re allowed in the area .
I only left the 17th Floor twice while Mrs . Kennedy was there . Once,
find ASAIC Kellerman ir. the hospital morgue and give him a telephone message
om Chief Rowley . the other time was to find a dhite House driver .
At 3 :56 a .m ., or. November 23, 1963, Mrs . Kennedy and Attorney General
Bert Kennedy departed Bethesda Naval Hospital via ambulance, accompanying the
to President John F . Kennedy's body to the White House . Special Agent William
eer was driving and ASAIC Kellerman accomi,anied . Special Agent Clinton Hill
ie in the first limousine behind the ambulance and I rode in the second Limousine .
The above Party arrived at the White House at 4 :24 a .m .

Paul E . Iandis, Jr .
Special Agent
U . S . Secret Service
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'TREASURY DEPARTMENT
l'NI'I'ISD SI'ATt',S SIA :R1 :T SERVICL

; .re . essssination of Pre~ iden . Jc.hn : . Kenne;:y n., it appeared to Paul :..
L;, naiz, Jr ., special .gent, U. S. Secret. Service.
I wn al~_i,",neci to work the foliuw-up cur frcn Love :' :eic:
Vex-i . ?,r position va ., on the right rear portion of the running toard.
Spcci.,l ,;sent John Rew :y" w.ls on the rennin.; tonrci ahea5 of me .
fill
and Ii .c'rey
-ni: Ncintyre were on the left-ham,. rennin ; , boar;,' . . .."".s
were in the rear seat . .'.Ir . Kerae,,h C'Donnell %ncl :save yc,wer-- were i^. the
Ir.i,:_le
and ..7 ;AIC 'i,,berts was in the f=vnt sct;t, and S:x: Kinney
w ;is urivinE.
I re :ne^:ber the motorcade rcachin!r the enk-, of Main Street, in downtown
'exas, zurrlinl- ri,",ht and approaching a ,,rrauu; ::1 ief turn . .-. the
President's car approached the intersection to rake the left turn, the
crow ; appeared to :.him aowr. and almo--t end . .s are reacheri - e intersection
r:aae a quick surveilancc of a baildin or, the ri_Int sine of the route,
which c:ppeare,i to be the last one that the Pre:;ident would pas-- . It ..a ..
a To"ern ctic building, about eight stories hiC:: wit: 1arUe :lass windows .
Acne of the windows were omen, anc : die: the
not notice anyone standing by
,,'.^.e windows . :-y first thou .-ht. w:_ s t ., .,.
11-ailc :inO was e::.;ner closed
_ :hat all of its employees were or. thc ~trcet corner .
., the President's car continued around the corner, I returned :;,;; -cz to
`,.;:c crow;: rlong the right-ham,: sine of the route and noticed that lit who
fairly --cattereo . I continued to look a::ead to what appeared to be :n
occrp::2c over the route we were traveling. At this point the President'-car a., . . follow-up car had ust ccmnletea its turn and both were straighteni nG out.
. .,. ,...:., moment I hear" what sounder li ::e the report of a high-powered
rifle from behind me . My
,lance was at the President, ._,. my eyes
were aL:.ost straight ahead at. that time . I did not realize t..,, tee
:resident ..a .. beer. snot at this poi .., .. I saw him movinC, an,. thought he
w,a3 turning in the direction of the sound. I :m.e iately returned my
Gaze to ,;he building which I had observed before, at a quick glance saw
nct.,_rg _.... dropped :y eyes to the crow :. at the intersection, scanning
 aulck~y from right to left . I saw nothing out of the ordinary :na
,, . ..,^;;ht that the sound might yhave been a fire cracker, but I couldn't see
., ...ol:e . In fact, I think I recall Special
Jack Ready cayinC,
'r,.., it'. A fire cracker'.'
I remarked "I don't know, I c .on't see
any onoke ." All curing this time I was scanning the crow"; and returning
y .3aze to the Presiaent's car. By then I chink I had my Gun cut, but I
c;G not recall exactly when it was drawn.
I then thought that maybe one
., : the cars in the motorcade had has a blowout that had echoed off the
buildings . I looked at the front right tire of the President's car and
Keep Freedom in Your Futuiv Ir'ith (!.S. Sari, Bon, i
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saw it was aright una jianceu to see the riK;ht rear tire but could rot
z the fol~:;w-up car was Loo close .
In fact, from my position on the
see
runnin:~ board of the follow-up car I cook : not
the rear bix:per of the
3ident's car .
I glanced back towards the Presioent, he still appeared
upright in his seat, leaning sli ghtly toward,,' Mrs . Kennedy.
11, was at
this moment Lhat I heard a ,ccon,,. report una, saw the president's nead
split open and pieces of flesh and blood flyiiir~ through the air .
I also
reme,-.,.ber Special A :,, ent Clinton bill attcr,-,ptin,7 to climb onto the 'rack of
I woulu guess that the
the cur at the time the second shot was firea .
time between the first and seconu shot was approximately four or five
seconds .
fly reaction at this time was that the shot came from somewhere towards
the front, but I did not see anyone on the overpass, and looked along the
right-hand side of the road . By this time we were almost at the overpass,
and the only person I recall seeing was a negro male in light ,;Teen slacks
and a beige colored shirt running across u grassy section towaras some
and
concrete steps
what appeared to be a low stone wall .
He was in a
bent over position, and I did not notice anything in his hands .
By now both the President's car and
a high rate of speed. As we passed
back and saw a motorcycle policeman
the negro running.
I do not recall

the follow-up car were traveling at
under the overpass, I was looking
stopping approximately where I saw
hearing a third shot .

Paul E . Landis, Jr .
Special Agent
November 27, 1963
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E^7 JTI' S/A P$D;''ETT Oh 11/22/63
AT DALLAS, TEXAS

-"- ^`

:
.
Air Force Two 1 - nded at Love Field, Dallas, Texas at )7 :35 A
"pen deplaning, T covered tI , e fence and pros areas . The President's
rlane arrived at arrrox n.ately 11 :3n A .T'. I stayed w.tl the fzes''?ent
ana First Lady d-rrinf~ the time they frccted the crowd on the apr,:n and
alone the fence . The freetinf , lasted for about 10 minutes and the
President/First TL- dy entered their car and the motorcade planned to depart . 1 asked wtile moving towards the follow-up car -w .a t position I
sl " ould take ; Per. Roberts informed re that i should take the riflht rear
seat of the follow-up . I took this position and held it durinf; the entire motorcade . I left this rear seat position at one point in the
trip to assist in getting wel-wisherc away from the President's auto .
About tl .irty minutes after leaving Love Field, about 12 :25 Q.":., the
?:otorcade entered an intersection and then preceded down a grade . At
this point the wel-wishers nombered but a few; the motorcade contined
dolor tgis f-rade er ;route to the Trade 1"art . At this point I heard what
so!mded like a fire-cracker . I immediately looked from the right/crowd/
rl , ysical area/ard looked towards the President who was seated in the
rif}:t rear seat of his limosine open convertible . At the moment I looked
at the back of the President I heard another fire-cracker noise and saw
the shot hit the President abolrt fo rr inches down from the ril.; -,t sholader .
A second shot followed immediately and hit the ri,rht rear hiFh of the
'resident's head . I immediately hollered "he's hit" and reached for the
:?d
A°-15 located on the floor of the rear seat . Special Apent Fickey !
already picked-up the AR-15. We peered towards the rear and particularly
the right side of the area . I had drawn my revolver when I saw S/A Fickezy
had the AR-15. I was unable to see anything or one that could have fired
the sboots . The President's car immediately kicked into Might gear and the
follow-up car followed . The President's auto and the follow-' :p preceded to
the Parkland ?'ospital . Upon arriving at the hospital's parking lot, I was
instructed by ASAIC Roberts to stay with the Vice-President who had followed
us into the parking lot . I immediately went to the Vice-President's auto
and accompanied Yam to a room on the ground floor of the hospital . I then
continued with the Vice-President back to Vashington, D.C . wlere I was relieved .
Glen A . Bennett
Special Agent

11-23-63
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Saturday
November 30,

1963

Po :

Gerald A. Behn, Special Agent in Charge, White House Detail, United
States Secret Service

~rom :

George W. Hickey, Jr ., Special Agent, White House Detail, White
House garage, United States Secret Service

>ubject :

Activities of S .A . George W . Hickey, Jr . from the time he arrived
at Love Airfield, Dallas, Texas, Thursday, November 21, 1963, to
the time he departed from the above Love Airfield, Friday,
November 22, 1963

report :

Thursday, November 21,

1963

I arrived at Love Airfield, Dallas, Texas at 6 :05 p-m. via U .S .A .F .
C 130 plane # 12373 .
U.S .A .F . flight order number 597, dated November 15, 1963 giving the names and rank of the crew of the above
plane is attached to this report and initialed by me this date .
S .A . Samuel Kinney was the senior agent aboard this plane which was
being used in Presidential support to transport Secret Service Cars
10OX and 679X .
We were met at the airport by S .A .I .C . Forest V.
Sorrels of the Dallas Field Office and S .A . Winston G . Lawson, the
advance agent for the White House Secret Service Detail .
S .A . Kinney
unloaded 679X and I unloaded 10OX from the plane .
The drivers of the
above cars accompanied by agents Sorrels and Lawson then drove to the
garage beneath the airport's main terminal building where security
was placed on the cars by the Dallas Police Department as arranged
by S .A .I .C . Sorrels .
Agents Kinney, Hickey, Lawson and Sorrels then drove in a Dallas
field office car to the Sheraton hotel in Dallas where reservations
had been made for us . Agent Kinney and I then went to our roam to
wash and change clothes before dinner .
We met with Agent Lawson, Warrant Officer Arthur Bales of the White
House Signal Agency and Jack Puterbaugh, a Democratic National Committee man for that area at about 8 :30 p .m . at the hotel, and drove
to the Dallas Trade Mart where the President was to speak the next
day .
The premises were checked by Agent Lawson for final security
details . At about 9 :15 p.m . we departed and went to dinner . Finished about 11 :00 p .m . and proceeded back to the Sheraton Hotel where
we parted company and went to our respective rooms .
Friday,

November 22, 1963

Awoke about 7 :00 a.m ., washed, packed suitcase, checked out of hotel
and had breakfast .
About 8 :30 a.m . Agent Sorrels met Agent Kinney
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ar;d me outside the hotel and drove to the airport arrivL :~g accut y :00 a .m .
We went directly to the garage and relieved the ,,olice of the security
of the cars . Was,%cd and cleaned both cars and checked :utside, inside
and cnderneath :cr security violations - none found . 'rte drove the cars
to the area where the President ti:as tc be c.et about 11 :00 a .m . Cars
were kept under clo,e obse^vcticn until the arrival cf the President,
when Agent % illiam G reer of the WhLLe House Detail took over control
of 100X and Agent Kinney 679Y .
The President and his part;; then {. 41proceeded up to the fence holding
the crowd back and greeted and shook hands with thsm . I assisted Agents
on the detail to make a path for them and helped Agent Greer keep the
cars abreast of the President as he moved along the length of the fence .
After the President and his party entered and were seated in 100X I
entered 679X as I had been instructed to do by Agent Lawson . I was
seated i .n the rear left side seat . T'ie shift leader, Emory Robert:,
had instructed me to take control of the AR15 rifle whenever 1 was
riding in 679X as an extra man .
I did this and h,-d the ammunition
clip fict~inserted in the rifle and placed the rifle within easy reach
of me ,.
The motorc a de then left the airport and proceeded along the parade route .
Just prior to the shooting xx the Presidential car turned left at the
intersection rnd started d wn an incline toward an underpass followed
by 679X . After a very short distance I heard a loud report which
sounded like a firecracker . It appeared tc come from the right and
rear and seemed to me to be at ground level . I stood up and looked
to my right and rear i . an attempt to identify it . Nothing caught
my attention except people shouting and cheering . A disturbance in 679X
caused me to look forward toward the Prrsident's car . Perhaps 2 or 3
seconds elapsed from the time I looked tc the rear and then looked at
the President . He was slumped forward and to his left, and was
straightenu :g up to an almost erect sitting position as I turned and
looked . At the moment he was almost sitting erect I heard two reports
which I thought were shots and that a peared to me completely different
in sound than the first report and were in such rapid succession that
there seemed to be practically no time element between them . It looked
to me as if the President was struck in the right upper rear of his head .
The first shot of the second two seemed as if it missed because the hair
cn the right side of his head flew forward and there didn't seem to'be
any impact against his head . The last shot seemed to hit his head and
ca ,-, se a noise at the point of impact which made him fall forward and
to his left again .
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Possibly four or five seconds elapsed from th"d "t~etiUf
the first report and the last .
At the end of the last report I reached to the bottom of the car and
picked up the AR 15 rifle, cocked and loaded it, and turned to the
rear . At this point the cars were passing under the over-pass and
as a result we had left the scene of the shooting . I kept the AR 15
rifle ready as we proceeded at a high rate of speed to the hospital .
Agent Clint Hill was riding across the rear and the top of 100X in
a horizontal position . He looked into the rear of 100X and turned
toward 679X and shook his head several times . I received the impression that the President at the least was very seriously injured .
A few moments later shift leader Elmory Roberts turned to the rest of
us in the car and said words to the effect that when we arrive at
the hospital some of us would have to give additional protection to
the Vice President and take him to a place of safety . He assigned
two of the agents in the car to this duty . I was told to have the
AR 15 ready for use if needed .
When we arrived at the hospital the President and Governor Connally
were taken inside and about the same time the Vice President had
arrived .
I requested him to come into the hospital to a place of
safety and he was surrounded by his detail and the other assigned
agents, and myself and led into the hospital . When he entered I
returned the gun to 679X as ordered by Agents Roberts .
By this time a great number of police had arrived with newsmen and
others in the motorcade, and Agent Kinney and I stood by the cars .
Agent Kinney requested that I go and see if I could find out what
was to be done with the cars . As I was on my way into the hospital
to do this, Mr . Kenneth O'Donnell asked me to take him to where the
President was as he could not get by the police . I did this and he
joined Mrs . Kennedy and Mr . Dave Powers outside the President's
operating room .
Agent John D . Ready was stationed outside this room and he requested
that I take his place for a few moments and to allow no unauthorized
persons to enter or linger outside the door and to care for Mrs .
Kennedy if necessary . I did this until Agent Ready returned and
relieved me .
As I was leaving to go back to the area where Agent Roberts was,
Mr . Dave Powers asked me to get a priest which I did . Agent Roberts
informed me to wait until later when a decision might be made about
the cars . Upon returning to the vehicles, I assisted Agent Kinney
to put the tops on the cars .
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A short time later Agent Roy Kellerman told Agent Kinney and me to
take the cars to the plane and stand by for orders .
Agent Kinney
drove 679X and I 100X to the plane and loaded them and secured the
plane, allowing no one to enter except the regular crew .
After Airforce #1 left, we received orders to depart for Washington, D.C . and return the cars to the garage and preserve any
evidence that might be in them .
Departed Love Airfield, Dallas,
Texas via U .S .A .F . plane #12373 at 3 :35 p .m .
The above report has been initialed by the below signed on each of
its four pages, including the attached flight sheet .
f cv

e

,l---

George W. Hickey, Jr .
Special Agent, U.S .S .S .
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Just prior to the shooting I was seated in the rear of
SS-6',9-X on the left side . As 100-X made the turn and
proceeded a short-distance I heard what seemed to me
that a firecracker exploded to the right and rear .
I stood partially up and turned to the rear to see if
I could observe anything .
Nothing was observed and
I
xkLz oc turned around and looked at the
President's car . The President was slumped to the
left in the car and I observed him come up .
I heard
what appeared to be two shots and it seemed as if the
right side of his head was hit and his kax hair
flew forward.
I then reached down, picked up the
AR 15, cocked and loaded it- and stood part way up in
the car and looked about .
By this time, 100-X had
679-X had passed under the overpass and was proceeding
at a high rkte of speed towards the hospital .
Clint Hill who was lying on the trunk of the President's
car looked into the car and then looked back at us and
shook his head .
Emory Roberts then turned around and
said to words of this effect that we had to take care of
the Vice President .
He assigned two agents to go to him
the minute we arrived at the hospital . He told me to
stand by with the AR 15 in case there was any danger
to the Vice President when we arrived at the hospital .
I did this, and after the Vice President was escorted
into the hospital, I'returned the gun to the car.
Kenneth O'Donnell asked me to take him into the hospital .
He couldn't get by the local police . I took him into
the area where the President was and assisted the agent
outside the door to keep the people away who didn't belong
there . I was then relieved and went back to the cars where
I assisted Agent Kinney to put the plastic top on 100- X,
We were then told by Roy Kellerman to take the cars to the
plane and stand by . I drove 100-X to the plane, loaded
it in company with Agent Kinney . We stood by until the
plane took off.
41

-

George W. Hickey
Special Agent
L1-22-63
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UNITED STATES GOVERNSIENT

Memorandum

TO

:

Chief

FROM

:

SAIC Youngblood - Vice Presidential Detail

SUBJECT:

1-22-614,0
U .S . Secret Service
DATE :

November 29, 1963

Statement of SAIC Rufus W. Youngblood, Vice Presidential
Detail (office 1-22), concerning details of events occurring
in .Dallas, Texas, on November 22, 1963 .

At 11 :35 a.m ., AF-2 plane arrived at Love Field airport, Dallas,
Texas,
The Vice President, Mrs . Johnson, and others were aboard this
plane including ATSAIC Thomas L. Johns, SA Warren W, Taylor, and myself
SA Jerry D . Kivett of
of the Vice Presidential Detail (office 1-22),
the Vice Presidential Detail was on the ground in Dallas ahead of us .
We arrived before the Presidential aircraft, and the Vice President
and Yss . Johnson were met by numerous dignitaries when they disembarked
ATSAIC Johns, SA Taylor and myself were staying in
from the plane .
the immediate vicinity of Vice President and Mrs . Johnson. SA Kivett
was working intermittently with us and also keeping up with location
of cars, the other airplane, etc .
Prior to the arrival of the Presidential aircraft, I led the Vice
President and Mrs . Johnson to the reception line, and when AF-1 was
in position and the ramp was in place, led them to the foot of the ramp .
They greeted the President and the First Lady upon their arrival. We
later followed the Presidential couple and when the Presidential couple
went along the fence to greet the public, we did likewise but in a
separate group.
During this time, I was always in close proximity to
the Vice President ; Warren Taylor was in close proximity to Mrs . Johnson;
and we were both being assisted by Johns and Kivett, When the President
took his position in the Presidential vehicle, we did likewise in the
The following persons were in the Vice
Vice Presidential vehicle .
Presidential vehicle when the motorcade departed from the airport at
approximately 11150 a .m ., CST,
The driver, Herschel Jacks, Texas Highway Patrol
In the front seat :
ASAIC Youngblood
Other side front seat :
Rear seat, behind drivers Senator Ralph W. Yarborough
Rear seat, middle :
Mrs, Johnson
The Vice President
Rear seat, behind ASAIC Youngblood :
The above vehicle was a 4-door Lincoln convertible with the top down .
I had a shoulder strap (DCN) portable 2-way radio with me on "Baker"
frequency.
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car :

The following persons loaded into the Vice Presidential follow-up
The driver
ATSAIC Johns
SA Warren W. Taylor
SA Kivett
Mr . Cliff Carter, member of the Vice President's staff

ATSAIC Johns had a portable radio which was the companion of the one I
had--also on "Baker" frequency . This Vice Presidential follow-up car
also had a portable, 2-way radio set on "Charlie" frequency .
When we departed from the airport, the motorcade order was :
Lead car
Presidential car
Presidential follow-up car
Vice Presidential car
Vica Presidential follow-up car
Other cars--press, dignitaries, busses, etc .
During the motorcade, the order listed above was not changed and remained
so until we arrived at the hospital .
Upon. leaving the airport, we were proceeding to the Trade Mart and
were due to arrive there at 12 :30 p .m . We were proceeding at a slow pace
to this destination, which was entirely normal due to the large crowds
During our motorcade,
of people along both sides of the motorcade route .
the Presidential vehicle made some stops to greet well-wishers .
Our speed
I was
and the stops were naturally controlled by the Presidential car .
working both in and out of the Vice Presidential car on these stops .
To my recollection, the Vice President did not leave the vehicle during
the motorcade . Several times during the motorcade, I was in radio contact
with the Vice Presidential follow-up car concerning times, distances, etc .
During the motorcade, I instructed our driver to keep some distance
(about two or three car lengths) behind the Presidential follow-up car
while we were going at slow speeds .
The motorcade had just cleared the congested downtown area and made
a right turn .
I recall observing an illuminated clock sign on a building-the time was 12 :30 p .m ., which was the time we were due to be at the
Trade Mart . The motorcade then made a left turn, and the sidewalk crowds
were beginning to diminish in size . .I observed a grassy plot to trey
right in back of the small crowd of bystanders on the sidewalk ; some tall
buildings ; a downhill grade ahead where the street went under what appeared
to be a railroad overpass . We were about two car lengths behind the
Presidential follow-up car at this time .
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I heard an explosion--I was not sure whether it was a firecracker,
bomb, bullet, or other explosion . I looked at whatever I could quickly
survey, and could not see anything which would indicate the origin of
this noise . I noticed that the movements in the Presidential car were
very abnormal and, at practically the same time, the movements in the
Presidential follow-up car were abnormal . I turned in my seat and with
my left arm grasped and shoved the Vice President, at his right shoulder,
down and toward Mrs . Johnson and Senator Yarborough . At the same time,
I shouted "get down :" I believe I said this more than once and directed
it to the Vice President and the other occupants of the rear seat . They
all responded very rapidly . I quickly looked all around again and could
see nothing to shoot at, so I stepped over into the back seat and sat
on top of the Vice President . I sat in a crouched position and issued
orders to the driver . During this time, I heard two more explosion noises
and observed SA Hickey in the Presidential follow-up car poised on the
car with the AR-15 rifle looking toward the buildings . The second and
third explosions made the same type of sound that the first one did as
far as I could tell, but by this time I was of the belief that they
definitely were shots--not bombs or firecrackers .
I am not sure that
I was on top of the Vice President before the second shot--he says I was .
All of the above related events, from the beginning at the sound of the
first shot to the sound of the third shot, happened within a few seconds .
In any crouched position, I observed the people on the streets to
scatter ; heard some shouts ; saw the motorcade increase speed, and I knew
we were making a rapid evacuation . I shouted to the driver to stick
with them and stay close . We then began moving very fast . I then called
on my portable radio, which I had with me, to the Vice Presidential
follow-up car and ordered them to switch to "Charlie" frequency . As I
switched to "Charlie," I heard some transmission from the Presidential
follow-up car . From fragments of what I heard and what I saw, I knew
that the President had suffered injury . I could see an agent (who had
previously run from the Presidential follow-up car, although I did not
observe this when it happened) lying across the trunk turtle of the
Presidential car above the President and Mrs . Kennedy .
I heard enough
radio transmission to know we were headed for a hospital . I could also
see the agents in the Presidential follow-up car waving our car to come
up close, and I told our driver to stay as close and go as fast as he
could without having a wreck .
This driver wasn't talkative and he wasn't excitable .
to everything I said . He did an excellent job .

He responded

During this ride to the hospital, I had some brief conversations
with the Vice President and Senator Yarborough in response to their
questions . I told the Vice President that the President must have been
shot or wounded, but I did not know his condition . I told the Vice President
and Mrs . Johnson to follow me and the agents as closely and quickly as
possible when we got to our destination . They agreed to do this .
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:vrnen we got to th,: hospital, my ar,ents ("A's Kivett and 'r1 . Taylor)
from the Vice Presidential follow-u,, car were on the gro'ind by the time
we stopped . Also, some agent, : ; from the Presidential follow-up car were
coming back to assist us . We left the car immediately (Vice President
and Rims . Johnson and myself) and, surrounded by a, ;ents, went into the
hospital and quickly into a corner of a lar ; ;e room with partitions .
We did not stop to look aL or for the Presidential car occupants .
Senator Yarborough did not to with us .
I told one agent (Glen P.ennett,
Protective Research Section) to stop any traffic into the room unless he
knew the person to be a member of our party . Vice President and Mrs . Johnson
and myself were in the corr~r of tht : room while SA's Kivett and W . Taylor
were securing the room by cvacuati--, a couple of cccuoants and closing
They ro .nained in our immediate proximity . We were
blinds, shades, etc .
shortly joined by ATSAIC Johns, Congressman Thorn'oerry, Congressman Brooks,
and Cliff 'arter . ATSAIC Robert :, 1-.nitc House Detail, came in and told
us that the President was badly wounded and probably would not live . I
advised the Vice President that we shoulc evacuate the hospital and go to
the airplane and return to Washin-ton, D .C ., and the White House .
At this time I had no knowledge of whether the actions that caused
the President to be shot were the work of one man, a small group, or what .
I felt that the safest place for him,and in the best interests of all
Others who were present also concurred .
concerned, was in the White House .
We were later joined by ASAIC Kellerman who reported the President's
condition was very critical . Ken O'Donnell came to the room and told us
the same thing, and said we should return to Washington .
During all of this tine, many things occurred and I don't recall now
the exact order . I talked to Yrs . Johnson and obtained information about
Lynda and Lucy, and told SA Kivett to :rake the necessary calls to have
them placed under Secret Service protection . Mrs . Johnson left the room
briefly or. two occasions, accompanied by SA's Kivett and W. Taylor . I had
several conversations with the Vice President about moving the airplane,
and at one time he considered moving it to Carswell Air Force Base and
driving this distance . We also considered just moving it to another
lccation at Love Field, and this is what I told SA Kivett to have them do,
and to have enough fuel for cross-country flight .
I told the Vice President
that we would drive to the airport with he and ,frs . Johnson in separate cars ;
that I wanted him to stay down below window level ; and that Frs . Johnson
would be accompanied by agents .
I had previously told ATSAIC Johns in the presence of the Vice President
that he should go out of the hospital and get two cars on a stand-by,
preferably unmarked police cars with police drivers who were familiar
with Love Field, etc . I told him we would not return to the motorcade
cars . I also told him that we would take an unknown route, and to make,
sure the drivers were thoroughly familiar with the area . ATSAIC Johns
reported back that he had this set up .
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The Vice President and I were both questioning the feasibility of
leaving the hospital by the same way in which we had entered it . I told
ATSAIC Johns to check on the various exits from which we might enter
the cars and make a hasty evacuation, and to get cars at other exits
if this could be worked out . While he was gone, ASAIC Kellerman and
Mr . Ken O'Donnell came into the room . We learned that the President had
died .
The Vice ?resident was concerned about wanting to leave quickly as
he had been advised to do, and which he now felt that he should, but he
was also very much concerned about leaving without Mrs . Kennedy . It was
finally agreed, at the advice of Mr . O'Lonnell and others of us, that
we would leave the hospital and go to AF-1 (President Kennedy's former
airplaine), with Mr . O'Donnell and others bringing Mrs . Kennedy as soon
as they could remove the body . We were told that Mrs . Kennedy would not
leave without President Kennedy's body .
While we were in this room, we were visited by Malcolm Kilduff of
the 'White House Press Secretary's office . I also recall other White House
staff people coming in, among whom I think were Mr . Larry O'Brien and,
I believe, Mr . Dave Powers . I remained in the room with the Vice President
at all times . Mrs . Johnson made some notes regarding the situation .
We started to leave the room and to evacuate the hospital, and since
A'TSAIC Johns had not returned, I grabbed one of the agents and told him
to run ahead and get the cars ready, and we started out .
As soon as we got outside, we loaded into an unmarked police car-the driver of which was Jesse Curry, Chief of Police, Dallas .
The Vice
President and I got into the back seat . He got in first and slumped
below window-level, and I got in after him . Congressman Homer Thornberry
got in the front seat . I was seated behind Congressman Thornberry .
Mrs . Johnson was in the company of SA's Kivett and W . Taylor, and
also Congressman Brooks . SA Glen Bennett had also been working very closely
with o .ur group since our arrival at the hospital, and he got in the car
with trs . Johnson .
I ordered the driver (Chief Curry) to drive out and head for Love
Field . Congressman Albert Thomas was walking, and seeing Congressman
Thornberry, he called out for us to stop and pick him up . I don't
believe he saw the Vice President . I told the driver to continue but
by this time Congressman Thomas was by the side of the car . The Vice
President ordered the driver to stop, whereupon we immediately took
the Congressman aboard and proceeded again . Congressman Thomas got in
the front seat with Congressman Thornberry being moved over closer to
the driver .
The Vice President then requested that Congressman Thornberry
climb over into the back seat, which he did . Congressman Thornberry
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took a position on the window side behind the driver .
Vice President in the middle of the back seat .

We then had the

We were momentarily blocked by traffic which was coming onto the
hospital access road--a delivery truck, I believe . Rapid police assistance
got us through this obstacle, and we continued to the airport . We had
motorcycle escort which began usint; sirens . We asked Chief Curry to
stop them from using sirens, which he did by use of his radio .
When we approached the apron at Love Field, I called on my portable
radio that we would board AF-1 rapidly and to be ready to receive us
aboard .
They replied that the plane was ready .
Tne Vice President and I practically ran up the ramp, followed by
the others . I gave several orders to agents and Air Force crewmen about
checkpoints at front and rear of plane, and pulling down all shades .
The Vice President went to the stateroom area, and Mrs . Johnson
joined us there . Congressmen Thornberry, Brooks, and Thomas were also
there . The Vice President told me to observe all of the events that I
could, and to tell my agents to make notes, and also to tell any of his
staff to do likewise . I passed these instructions on to my agents . I
went everywhere the Vice President did, and was present when he called
Attorney General Kennedy . He asked the Attorney General about the legal
aspects of taking the oath of the President, such as when, where, and
who should administer it .
The Vice President placed calls to the office
of Federal Judge Hughes, and he received a call from the Justice Department .
He instructed Marie Fehmer to take down the wording of the oath . The
Vice President had another phone conversation with the Attorney General .
The Vice President advised me and others that Judge Sara Hughes would be
coming to the plane, and I advised other agents and had them pass the
word to local security officials . He also asked me to check on the status
and location of Mrs . Kennedy and the President's body, and inform him
of their estimated time of arrival .
Mss . Kennedy and the President's body arrived at the plane ahead
of Judge Hughes . The Vice President and Mrs . Johnson went to Mrs . Kennedy's
bedroom to comfort her .
When Judge Hughes arrived, the oath was administered, and Cecil
Stoughton, White House photographer, took photos of this event . His photos
show most of those who witnessed this event within. the stateroom and thru
the passageway door leading to the front of the plane . There were some
other witnesses who were not in the pictures since we were on the side of
the stateroom where the photographer was . These persons included myself,
an Air Force steward, and an agent who was stationed at the rear of the
plane with the President's body .
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The oath of office was administered at approximately 2 :40 p .m ., CST .
Judge Hughes and Chief Curry disembarked from the plane, and tt-.e plane
was airborne from Love Field, Dallas, at 2 :47 p.m ., CST, enroute to
Andrews Air Force Base .
The foregoing account of events is true and accurate to the best of
my recollections .

Rufus W . Youngblood
Special Agent in Charge, 1-22
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ASAIC Thomas L . Johns - Vice Presidential Detail
Statement regarding events in Dallas, Texas, on Friday,
November 22, 1963 .

This personal statement is being submitted at the direction of
3AIC Rufus W . Youngblood, Vice Presidential Detail, office 1-22 .
On Friday, November 22, 1963, I was assigned to the Vice Presidential
)etail, office 1-22, and was working the movements of Vice President Johnson
luring his travels on this date with ASAIC Youngblood . ASAIC Youngblood
ras riding the Vice President's car on all movements and I worked the
'ice Presidential follow-up car . Special Agent Warren W . Taylor was
LIso working all Vice Presidential movements on this date, and was assigned
.o Mrs . Johnson . SA Taylor rode the Vice Presidential follow-up car
rhen Mrs . Johnson rode in the car with the Vice President .
On this same date, the Vice President and party arrived Love Field,
)ailas, Texas, at 11 :35 a .m ., CST . President Kennedy and party arrived
.ove 'Field at 11 :38 a .m ., CST, and at 11 :50 a .m t, CST, the Presidential
nd Vice Presidential motorcades departed Love Field en route to the
Fade Mart where the President was to speak .
The motorcade and security personnel were as follows :
President's car
Secret Service follow-up car
Vice President's car : ASAIC Youngblood
Vice Presidential security car : ATSAIC Johns, and
SA's Taylor and Kivett
The Vice Presidential security car was a 1963 or 1964 Mercury h-door
edan driven by a man whom I believe to be an employee of the Texas
Iepartment of Public Safety . Mr . Cliff Carter, Aide to Vice President
ohnson, was seated in the middle front seat ; SA Kivett, who was the
ice Presidential Detail's advance man for Fort Worth-Dallas, was seated
n the right front seat ; SA Taylor was seated in the left rear seat ; and
was seated in the right rear seat of this car .
The motorcade had passed through the
t approximately 12 :35 p .m ., CST, I heard
they were firecrackers, backfire, or gun
pproximately two or three seconds apart,
COAfMISSION

downtown section of Dallas, and
two "shots," not knowing whether
shots .
These two shots were
and at this time we were on a
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slight downhill curve to the right . On the right-hand side of the motorcade from the street, a grassy area sloped upward to a small 2 or 3-foot
concrete wall with sidewalk area . *ben the shots sounded, I was looking
to the right and saw a man standing and then being thrown or hit to the
ground, and this together with the shots made the situation appear
dangerous to me .
I estimate that the motorcade was going approximately
12 to 111 miles per hour at this time, and I jumped from the security car
I felt that if there
and started running for the Vice President's car .
was danger due to the slow speed of the motorcade, I would be of more
assistance and in a more proper location with the Vice President's car .
Before I reached the Vice President's car, a third shot had sounded and
the entire motorcade then picked up speed and I was left on the street
at this point .
I obtained a ride with White House movie men and joined
the Vice President and ASAIC Youngblood at the Parkland Hospital .
I did not have any trouble keeping my balance when getting out of
the security car, and it is on this that I base the estimated speed of
Also, as the door of the security car opened to the rear,
the motorcade .
I lost some time in getting out and starting to run for the Vice President's
car .
At no time did I see any details concerning persons in President Kennedy'
car, as his security car was a large one with agents standing on the
running boards and this obscured my view of the President's car .
I arrived at Parkland Hospital at approximately 12 :l15-12 :50 p .m . and
immediately joined ASAIC Youngblood with Vice President Johnson . In a
few minutes I was directed by ASAIC Youngblood (at the request of
Vice President Johnson) to go to ASAIC Kellerman and ask him to give a
report on the condition of President Kennedy to Vice President Johnson .
I found ASAIC Kellerman and conveyed this message to him, and then I
returned to close proximity of Vice President Johnson . Mr . Ken O'Donnell
came to the Vice President and advised that President Kennedy was in a
"bad way" and advised Vice President Johnson to return to Washington, D .C .
Those present with Vice President Johnson were Yrs . Johnson, Congressman
Homer Thornberry, ASAIC Youngblood and, most of the time, Congressman
Jack Brooks and Special Agents Jerry Kivett and Warren Taylor .
ASAIC Youngblood then requested that I obtain transportation (cars)
for the Vice President, and to have drivers who were thoroughly familiar
with any and all routes from the hospital to Love Field, and to have
added police protection placed at Love Field . I went outside the hospital
and spoke to an inspector--highest ranking police officer . We discussed
cars for use of the Vice President, and possibly other members of his party,
and he offered the use of several unmarked police cars . Chief Curry,
Dallas Police, then joined us, and in further discussion they stated that
they would send a large police detail to Love Field and "completely secure
it ." The Police Inspector himself then stated that he would drive
Vice President Johnson to the airport .
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I returned to the Vice President and ASAIC Youngblood and heard
Ken O$Donnell inform Vice President Johnson that President Kennedy had
died . To the best of my knowledge I believe that the Vice President
learned from Mr . O'Donnell that Mrs . Kennedy was getting a casket,
and would proceed as soon as she could to AF-1 for return to Washington,
D.C ., with President Johnson on the same plane .
At the request of ASAIC Youngblood, I then went and got the hospital
cuilding superintendent, and with him started looking and checking out
another exit to use from the hospital . I was gone about ten minutes, and
alien I returned to last location in the hospital of the Vice President
and ASAIC Youngblood, I learned that they had just departed the hospital
3n route to AF-1 .
I went outside the hospital, and with Mr . Cliff Carter and Mr . Jack
lalenti, staff member and friend of Vice President Johnson, respectively,
ind Captain Cecil Stoughton, I obtained a police car and driver, and
:11 of us drove to Love Field, and I went aboard AF-1 and rejoined the
lice President and ASAIC Youngblood .
I then conferred with Col . James Swindal, pilot of AF-1, and a
iecision was made to remove seats from small rear compartment of AF-1
.or use of Mrs . Kennedy and the casket containing President Kennedy's body .
also, passengers on board were identified and a manifest started at front
>ntrance to AF-1, the rear entrance being reserved for Mrs . Kennedy .
Via radio-telephone, I then talked with SAIC Behn, White House Detail,
Tashington, D .C ., and informed him that Mrs . Kennedy and the body of
'resident Kennedy would accompany the Vice President back to Washington, D .C .
At approximately 2 :30 p .m ., Federal Judge Sarah Hughes came aboard
LF-1, and gave the Presidential Oath of Office to Vice President Johnson,
ritnessed by all at the request of the Vice President .
AF-1 then departed Love Field, Dallas, Texas, immediately following
.he above, at 2 :50 p .m ., CST, en route for Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland,
.nd I was aboard the plane,

Thomas L . Johns
ASAIC, 1-22
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I arrived Love Field, Dallas, Texas, at approximately 10 :30 a.m ., CST,
from Fort Worth, Texas .
I was driven from Fort Worth by SA Warner,
Dallas Field Office, and SA Shannon was also in the car. SA Shannon
had worked the previous midnight at Fort Worth and was catching a commercial
flight from Dallas to Austin in order to work the following midnight at
the LBJ Ranch.
Upon arrival at Love Field, I immediately contacted SA Lawson, and
assisted him in advance arrangements prior to the arrival of the President
and the Vice President. I assisted him in arranging motorcade cars and
various other duties as he directed . I contacted the local representative
of Continental Airlines and obtained four pillows to be used in case the
President and his party wanted to sit on the back of the convertible .
I was in constant contact with Art Bales as to the exact location and
time of arrival of the Vice President and Presidential aircraft .
I also
conferred with Mr . Jack Peuterball (phonetic), political advance officer,
on who was going to greet the Vice President when he arrived.
AF-2, with the Vice President and party aboard, arrived at 11 :35 a.m ., CZ
I was at the foot of the ramp when Vice President and Mrs . Johnson and
party disembarked.
Vice Presidential Detail agents accompanying the
Vice President were ASAIC Youngblood, ATSAIC Johns, and SA Taylor .
Other
White House Detail agents were also on board.
The Vice President was
greeted by the local commmittee corn>isting of 15 persons. ASAIC Youngblood
and ATSAIC Johns remained in close proximity to the Vice President ;
SA Taylor remained in close proximity to Mrs . Johnson; and I was making
sure that the Vice President and others moved to the proper area to greet
the President, and also was keeping an eye on the Presidential plane so
as to advise ASAIC Youngblood of its location .
AF-1, with the President and party aboard, arrived at 11 :It0 a.m ., CST.
The Vice President was at the foot of the ramp to greet President and
i'1:s . Kennedy when they descended the steps of the plane .
After the
President was greeted by the reception committee (same committee that
greeted the Vice President), he walked past his automobile and up to the
crowd which was behind a waist-high cyclone fence. He and Mrs . Kennedy
began to shake hands with those assembled there .
The Vice President and
Mrs . Johnson also went past their cars to the fence and also started
shaking hands . ASAIC Youngblood and ATSAIC Johns remained in close
proximity to the Vice President, with SA Taylor in close proximity to
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Mrs . Johnson . I was alternating between remaining in close proximity
to the Vice President and seeing that the Vice President's car and
follow-up car were staying right behind the Presidential car and follow-up
car as President and Mrs . Kennedy and Vice President and Mrs . Johnson
moved down the fence to their left shaking hands .
Mien President and Mrs . Kennedy took their positions in their car,
I assisted ASAIC Youngblood and ATSAIC Johns in getting Vice President and
Mrs . Johnson in their car . The Vice Presidential car was a 1964 Lincoln
convertible with the top down . The driver was Herschel Jacks, Department
of Public Safety, and ASAIC Youngblood rode in the right front seat . In
the back seat were Senator Yarborough, Mrs . Johnson, and the Vice President
left to right . As the motorcade started moving out, I ran alongside the
Vice President's car for approximately 15 to 25 yards and then jumped
into the Vice Presidential follow-up car, a 1963 Mercury 4-door sedan .
This vehicle was driven by Joe Rich, Department of Public Safety, with
Cliff Carter, Executive Assistant to the Vice President, in the middle
front seat, and I was in the right front seat . SA Taylor and ATSAIC Johns
were in the back seat, left and right sides respectively . The motorcade
proceeded out of the airport and along the motorcade route .
The entire route was well lined with people, and on several occasions
when the crowds were large, I opened the door of the vehicle to be prepared
to get out if necessary .
During the entire parade route, I could not see the Presidential car
well, but I could see the Presidential follow-up car and observed the agents
standing on the running board .
On one occasion (exact location unknown), the Presidential car stopped
and a few well-wishers went over to the car to shake his hand . The stop
was very brief and none of the crowd made an attempt to shake the Vice
President's hand . During this time I had the door open and was standing
halfway out of the car, prepared to go up to the Vice President's car if
necessary . During the motorcade, as we moved further downtown, the crowd
became increasingly heavy and I noticed numerous persons watching the
motorcade from windows of the various buildings we passed . All agents in
the Vice Presidential follow-up car were closely observing the crowd both
along the streets and watching from the windows .
Approximately three minutes before the assassination, in the very
downtown part of Dallas, I observed a young white male approximately
21 years old,zvnning toiard the Presidential car . As he got alongside
the Presidential follow-up car, SA Ready, who was working the right front
running board, jumped down from the follow-up car and forcibly shoved this
individual back into the crowd . We continued along the motorcade route
and turned off Main Street . At this point, SA Lawson in the lead car gave
a "5-minutes to Trade Mark signal"--moments later the first shot was heard .
See additional statement for actions during and after assassination .
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I was riding in the Vice Presidential follow-up car immediately behind
the Vice President's car and the third car behind the President's car . The
Vice President's car was a 1964 steel gray Lincoln convertible, borrowed from
Ford Motor Company, . Dallas, Texas and was driven by Herschel D . Jacks, Texas
Department, Public Safety . ASAIC Youngblood was riding in the right front
seat of this vehicle .
In the back seat were Senator Yarborough, Mrs . Johnson,
and the Vice President, left to right . The Vice Presidential follow up car
was a 19063 yellow 4-door Mercury Sedan, also borrowed from Ford Motor Company,
driven by Joe H . Rich, Texas Department, Public Safety .
Cliff Carter,
Executive Assistant to the Vice President was seated in the middle of the
In the rear seat was
front seat and I was seated in the right front seat .
SA Taylor and ATSAIC Johns, left to right respectively . The motorcade had just
made a right turn from Main Street and then made an immediate left turn on
to Elm Street . The motorcade was headin , slightly downhill toward an underpass . As the motorcade was approximately i/3 of the way to the underpass,
traveling between 10 and 15 miles per hour, I heard a loud noise - - - someone
hollared "What was that?"
It sounded more like an extremely large fireAs
cracker, in that it did not seem to have the sharp report of a rifle .
I was looking in the direction of the noise, which was to my right rear,
I heard another report - - then there was no doubt in my mind what was
happening - - I looked toward the Vice Presidential car, and as I did so,
I could see the spectators, approximately 25-50, scattering - - seve were
falling to the ground, some were running up a small hill, and some were just
I could see the
standing there stunned - - here I heard the third shot .
President's car, and observed Mrs . Kennedy, who seemed to be standing up in
the car and trying to get out .
I was getting out of the car to get to the
Vice President's car and assist Youngblood ; I had reached for my gun but did
not draw it for I could not tell where the shots were coming from ; when I
saw the Presidential car speed down the street, since I could not get to the
Vice Presidential car, I fell back into the follow-up car and hollared to the
driver to go-go, and the car lurched forward behind the Vice President's car.
During this time, I don't know exactly what happened, but it seems that
the Vice Presidential follow-up car was moving quite slow . ATSAIC Johns
was out of the car (I have no knowledge of what actions he took), and as
we moved out, ATSAIC Johns was left . SA Taylor was seated to my left rear,
and since all the actions took place on my right, I do not know what action
Cliff Carter, to the best of my knowledge remained still in the
he took .
middle front seat .
Once we left the area, I could see all three cars - - the President's
car (I could not see any principal party and could only see Clint Hill on
the back of the car) - - The follow-up car, with some agent holding the AR-15
pointed in the air - - The Vice President's car (I could not see the Vice
President, but could see ASAIC Youngblood lying over the area where he had
been sitting - - I don't recall seeing Mrs . Johnson or Senator Yarborough) .
We were traveling at a high rate of speed . ATSAIC Roberts said over the
radio, and this is not a direct quote but to the best of my recollection - To the hospital - to the hospital, as fast as possible - Lawson, are we
going to the hospital? - Hurry, he's hit - - Then Roberts called to Youngblood,
I answered since Youngblood was using Baker frequency with our follow-up
car ; however, I had a Charlie set in the follow-up car also . Roberts said
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to cover our man good, I replied that Youngblood had him covered - - at
this point Youngblood, who had switched his radio to Charlie answered
and stated that he had him covered and to take of, we were right behind them .
It too :: approximately it minutes from the tire the first shot was fired
until we reached the hospital . As soon as we reached the hospital, i ;SI,IC
Youngblood and myself rail the Vice President into the Hospital and continued
running with him until we reached an isolated room . S ., Taylor immediately
followed with Mrs . Johnson . As we were takinj the Vice L'resicent into
the hospital, Roberts informed aim that the President had been shot and was
critically injured and probably would die . Once inside the hospital, we
had the Vice President and l , :rs . Johnson in an isolated room . We pulled
all window shades so as no one would know our exact location . At first it
was the Vice President, Mrs . Johnson, Youngblood and myself . Moments later,
r2rory Roberts came in and said the President would not make it . A discussion
followed as to what action would be take . . and all agents were in agreement
that we should leave the hospital as soon as possible, fly to Washington
and go to the White House, which was the safest location for the Vice
President to go . The Vice President asked for Congressman Homer Thornberry
nd Congressman Jack Brooks to join him in the isolated room, he also asked
that someone go to get coffee for he and Mrs . Johnson . Cliff Carter who also
had come into the mom went to get the coffee . Roy Kellerman came into the
room and discussed the President's condition with the Vice President . The
Vice President did not want to leave the hospital in¢rediately and fly to
the ldhite House because he said it would appear presumptuous on his part .
ASAIC Youngblood told me to get in touch with Austin, Texas and Washington, D . C .
and have agents assigned to the Vice President's daughters immediately . I
located a phone which was being manned by a member of a telephone company,
who had accompanied the Presidential party and who had an open line to the
Signal Board in Washington . I asked first for Chief Rowley, then Chief
Paterni and ended up talking to Chief Wildy . I told him to call Austin and
;lave an agent assigned immediately to Lynda Bird Johnson and as she could
probably be located at Kinsolving Dormitory, University of Texas . That
in agent should also be assigned immediately to Lucy Baines Johnson, who
:ould best be located at National Cathedral for Girls, Washington, D . C .
iince I was talking to the Signal Board I asked for Austin, Texas . I talked
:o SA Paine, advised him to get an agent with Lynda as soon as possible .
le put SA Lockwood on the phone and I told him to find Lynda and stay with
ier until he heard further word and that she was probably at Kinsolving
)ormitory, University of Texas . Upon completing these calls, I went back to
:he room where the Vice President was .
Mrs . Johnson stated that she would like to visit Mrs . Kennedy and Mrs .
Someone, I don't remember who, I think it was a member of the
iospital staff, showed Mrs . Johnson to Mrs . Kennedy's location and to Mrs .
:onnally's location where she visited briefly with each . She was accompanied
.t all times by SA Taylor and myself . Upon returning to the isolated room
here the Vice President was located, I overheard Ken O'Donald tell the
'ice President that the President was dead . It was then decided to leave the
.ospital immediately . ASAIC Youngblood told me to get in touch with Air Force
me to advise them to fuel for a cross country flight and to move to another
:onnally .
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part of the airport . I located a phone which was opened tc the Dallas
Signal Board and contacted Air Force One, cannot recall who I talked to .
I advised them to refuel the plane for a cross country flight, and to
move it to another location . I was advised that the plane was refueled
and ready to go and that they were in the process of trying to located
another location . I told him to call me back as soon as they moved to
a new location . I returned to the room where the Vice President was and
Youngblood told me we are leaving right now . We exited from the hospital
by the same room we had entered . SA Taylor and myself accompanied Mrs .
Johnson, placed her in an unmarked police Sedan and drove immediately
behind the car carrying the Vice President to the airport . A car of
Secret Service agents followed directly behind us . This vehicle (the one
Mrs . Johnson was in) was driven by an uniform police officer, name unknown,
with SA Taylor, SA Bennett, in the front seat ; in the rear seat were
Congressman Brooks, Mrs . Johnson, and myself, left to right . I requested
Mrs . Johnson to crouch down in the seat so that she could not be seen from
the outside, she did so immediately . Upon arrival to the airport (Love
Field) SA Taylor and myself ran Mrs . Johnson up the ramp into the airplane .
Upon instructions from ASAIC Youngblood, all window shades in the airplane
were pulled down and check points were established at both doors leading
to the Vice President's area of the airplane, (Air Force One) .
At first
the Vice President was put in the State Room, i . e . where the beds were ;
however he said this was in bad taste and he moved up to the sitting room,
i . e . where the table and television set are located . At first inside this
area where the Vice President, Mrs . Johnson, Cliff Carter, Marie Fehmer,
Jack Valenti, members of the Vice President's staff, Paul Glynn, Vice
President's Air Force Valet, ASAIC Youngblood and myself . SA Taylor manned
the check point at the front door leading to the State Roan and SA Bennett
manned the check point at the rear door leading to the State Room . There
followed a series of conferences between the Vice President, Congressman
Hormer Thornberry, Congressman Jack Brooks, and Albert Thomas . The Vice
President and the others in the State Room where also watching television
accounts of the President's Assassination . I do not recall what necessarily
was discussed and at one time or another various members of the White House
staff came back to the State Room to talk to the Vice President . It was
decided that the plane would remain and wait for Mrs . Kennedy and the
President's body . Malcolm Kilduff asked me to inquire of the Vice President
if he wanted any press to go back on the plane with him . I inquired of the
Vice President wishes in this matter and he said yes, let me talk to Kilduff
I then asked Kilduff to cane in and talk to the Vice President . About this
time we received word that Mrs . Kennedy and the President's body were on the
way . During the discussions that took place in the State Room, the Vice
President stated that he had talked with the Attorney General and they agreed
that the Vice President should take the oath of office of President of the
United States as soon as possible . The Vice President added that he had been
able to contact Judge Sarah T . Hughes and she would be at the plane in 10
minutes to administer the oath of office . About this time Mrs . Kennedy and
the President's body arrived at the airplane . The Vice President and Mrs .
Johnson attempted to console Mrs . Kennedy in the State Roam where she was . It '6
cleared of all personnel exception of Vice President, Mrs . Johnson, Mrs . Kennedy
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ASAIC Youngblood, and a member or two of the White House staff, exactly
who I cannot recall .
Judge Hughes soon arrived and prepared to administer
the oath o_° office .
The Vice President invited all who wished to observe
the preceedings into the State Room .
I do not know exactly who was there,
but to the best of my knowledge the following persons were there Vice
President, Mrs . Johnson, Mrs . Kennedy, Ken O'Donald, Dave Powers, Congressmen
Brooks, Thomas, and Thornberry, Marie Fehmer, Elizabeth Carpenter, Cliff
Carter, Jack Valenti, Paul Glynn, ASAIC Youngblood, ATSAIC Johns, myself,
Maria: ; Smith of the United Press International and Captain Stoughton, White
House photographer . The Vice President took the oath of office at
approximately 2 :40 PM in the airplane and it was airborne enroute to
I-lashingtton, D . C ., at 2 :47 PM .
The foregoing account of events is to the best of my knowledge .
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on Friday,

On Friday, November 22, 1963, I was working as a Special Agent with
the Vice Presidential Detail, U.S . Secret Service, on a special assignment
with Mrs . Johnson in Dallas, Texas, for the President's visit there .
At 11 :35 a.m ., CST, I arrived at Love Field, Dallas, Texas, aboard
Vice President and Mrs . Johnson
AF-2 with Vice President and Mrs . Johnson .
disembarked from the plane and I remained in close proximity to Mrs . Johnson
while she and the Vice President went over to a crowd awaiting the
President's arrival behind a fence surrounding the field. Vice President
and Mrs . Johnson were at the foot of the ramp upon which the President and
Again, I was in
Mrs . Kennedy disembarked from AF-1 at 11 :38 a.m ., CST .
President and Mrs . Kennedy and
close proximity to Mrs . Johnson .
Vice President and Mrs . Johnson all went back to the area of the general
At 11 :50 a.m ., CST,
public and again shook hands for a short period of time .
the Presidential and Vice Presidential motorcades departed Love Field, and
at that time I was working the Vice Presidential follow-up car.
The automobile in which I was riding was a late model Ford l:-door
sedan driven by an unknown man whom I was later told is an officer with
the Texas Department of Public Safety . Special Agent Kivett was riding
in the front right seat, and ATSAIC Johns was in the right rear seat .
2"r . Cliff Carter, a member of the Vice President's staff, was riding
in the middle front seat, and I was in the rear left seat .
On the way to the Trade Mart where the President was to speak, large
crowds of people were along the side of the road, and as we entered the
downtown area, I observed extremely large crowds along the streets and in
all of the windows of large buildings on the route .
our automobile had just turned a corner (the names of the streeLa
are unknown to me) when I heard a bang which sounded to me like a possible
firecracker--the sound coming from my right rear . Out of the corner of my
eye and off slightly to the right rear of our car, I noticed what now
seems to me might have been a short piece of streamer flying in the air
close to the ground, but due to the confusion of the moment, I thought
that it was a firecracker going off .
As a matter of course, I opened the door and prepared to get out
In the instant that my left foot touched the ground, I heard
of the car .
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o more bangs and realized that they must be gun shots . Also at that
stant, the car paused slightly and I heard something over the radio
the effect that something or someone had been shot . At that moment,
e car picked up speed and I pulled myself back into the car . During
e aforementioned I also noticed that ATSAIC Johns had completely jumped
t of our car, and as we sped away, I believe he was knocked to the
ound and left in the street . I recall hearing SA Kivett telling the
fiver to "go, go, stay right behind the car ." During all of the aforertioned, I could see ASAIC Youngblood, in the Vice President's car
mediately in front of us, jump to the back seat and cover the Vice President .
I was not looking at the President's car at the time and did not
tice his car until we were well on our way to Parkland Hospital . When
did point my attention to the President's car, I could only notice
Hill, White House Detail, lying across the trunk lid of t: : :." President's
r . At no time subsequent to the first shot did I ever see the President
what had happened to him .
In approximately three minutes from the time of the last shot, we
rived at Parkland Hospital, Dallas . When we arrived at the hospital,
jumped out of the follow-up car, grabbed Mrs . Johnson from her car, and
Dk her as quickly as possible into the hospital, following the Vice President.
went immediately to what I believe was a room in the emergency section
the hospital--a large room divided into sections by curtains hanging
)m the ceiling to the floor .
Vice President and Mrs . Johnson, accompanied by ASAIC Youngblood
i SA Kivett, went immediately to one corner of the room, and I proceeded
move a secretary and an unknown negro male, whom I believe was a
dent, out into the hall .
I drew all the blinds and checked the
trances to the room . Finding SA Glen Bennett, Protective Research Section,
> was temporarily assigned to the White House Detail, stationed at
s doors to the above-mentioned room, I stood by inside the room awaiting
structions .
During our short stay in the hospital, SA Kivett and myself
;ompanied Mrs . Johnson to and from a third floor room where she spoke
-efly to Mrs . John Connally, wife of the Governor of Texas . Also during
- brief stay at the hospital, I was told by ATSAIC Roberts, White House
;ail, to call the Dallas White House switchboard and have them notify
-1 to prepare for an immediate takeoff . I complied with his order and
>roximately one-half hour later the Vice President and Mrs . Johnson
>arted the hospital .
SA Kivett and myself stayed with Mrs . Johnson as we left the hospital
id we jumped into an unmarked police car which happened to be standing by .
Vice President, accompanied by ASAIC Youngblood, jumped into another
" , and we proceeded to the Dallas airport and AF-1 . Also riding in the
" with Mrs . Johnson, SA Kivett and myself were SA Glen Bennett and
,gressman Jack Brooks . An unknown police officer was driving our car .
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An escort of two motorcycles accompanied the above two vehicles
to Love Field without incident . When we arrived at Love Field, we
immediately boarded AF-1 and I maintained a checkpoint in the forward
compartment of the aircraft until the aircraft was airborne at approximately
2 :$0 p .m ., CST . Between the time we boarded AF-1 and the time of takeoff,
the Vice President was sworn in as President in his cabin . There were
no unusual incidents during that period of time .

T

Warren W . Taylor
Special Agent, 1-22
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Memorandum

U. S, Secret Service

TO

: Chief James J . Rowley

FRON,

: ATSAIC Stewart G. Stout,Jr . 1-16

DATE :November 29,1963

SI'BJEc" : Report of activities of reporting agent at Dallas,Texas on November 22,
1963 .
The reporting agent in company with Special Agents of this section,
Sulliman, Johnsen, Olsson and Berger, departed Fort Worth,Taxas at 11 :2Gam
on Friday, November 22,1963 via U .S . Air Force Plane # 6970 and arrived at
Dallas Airport at l1 :Wam .
Upon arrival there, we were mot at the plane ramp by SA Lawson, our
Advance Agent, who instructed us to take two Dallas Police Cars, which he pointed
out to us and proceed to the Dallas Trade Mart, and there to report to SA Grant
for Post assigrs:ents. The Police cars transported the above agents to the Trade
Mart where SA Grant did post the agents on their respective posts prior to the
arrival of President Kennedy.The reporting agent effected security at a table
directly in front of the Presidents position at the Head Table .
At about 12 :35pm. SA Grant came to the reporting agents table and
called me aside and informed ms that something had happened to the President,
that he understood the President had been hit with a object while going thro
ugh an underpass. The reporting agent with SA Grant wont to the 'White Rouse
telephone where wo met Doctor Burkley who was asking if we could find out where
the President had been taken. I called the switchboard operator who inf=red
me that the President had been hurt, and had been taken to the hospital nearest
the Trade Yart . SA Berger left the Trade Mart with Dr . Burkley in a Police ear .
SA Grant, the reporting agent and SAs Sulliman, Johnsen, Olsson also left the
T:-ada Mart in Policc cars and proceeded to the Parkland Hospital .
Upon arrival at Parkland Hospital, SAs Berger, Sulliman, Johnsen and
Olsson effected security at the doors in the main corridors leading into the
Emergency Room where the President was being treated. The reporting agent went
inside the Emergence Room .
After the dcath of the President the reporting agent rode in the front
seat of the ambulance carrying his body to the airport, together with ASAIC
Kellerman and SA Berger who drove the ambulance. On arrival at the airport I
assisted in carrying the coffin from ambulance to the Presidential aircraft .
AF#1 departed Dallas, Texas at 2r50pm . and Arrived at Andrews AFB.
Washington,D .C . 6:O0pm.
Approved :

Gerald A. Behn
SAIL 1-16

l
w4
"

Stewart G, Stout,Jr .
ATSAIC, 1-16
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The Assassination of President John F .
Kennedy on November 22, 1963, at
Dallas, Texas
Statement of Special Agent David B . Grant, United States
Secret Service, concerning his activities and official duties
on November 22, 1963 .
Statement dated December 1, 1963 .
Shortly before 9 am on Friday, November 22, 1963, SA Lawson
SA Lawson and I
and I arrived at the Dallas Trade Mart .
checked the final preparations for the President's visit .
SA Lawson remained at the Trade Mart for a short while and
then departed for Love Field, Dallas, Texas, to set up
security arrangements prior to the President's arrival .
After SA Lawson departed I discussed the luncheon arrangements with representatives of the Trade Mart and assisted
them with the seating of the President and guests at the
head table, and any other problems that came up before the
President arrived .
With SA's Stueart and Howlett, Dallas Field Office, I rechecked the police security both inside the Trade Mart and
outside at the parking lot area where the motorcade would
arrive .
At approximately 12 Noon I met ATSAIC Stout, SA's Johnsen,
Sulliman, Olsson and Berger who had arrived in Dallas prior
to the President, and they were transported to the Trade
I gave them a briefing on the arrangeMart by police car .
ments and assigned them to their respective posts .
A short time prior to the scheduled arrival of the President,
I located Mr . Crow and Mr . Stemmons, co-owners of the Trade
Mart, and we went to the entrance where the President would
arrive and we discussed the procedure they should use when
greeting the President and escorting him to the head table .
While waiting at the entrance where the motorcade would
arrive, at approximately 12 :25 pm I called the White House
switchboard and requested the board to contact the motorcade
and have them give me a five minute signal before their
arrival : This telephone was located just inside the entrance.
I then continued my discussions with Mr . Crow and Mr . Stemmons
outside the entrance where the President's car would stop .
In a few minutes the White House telephone rang and I was told
that the motorcade had given the five minute signal .
Commissiox
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I went back outside with Mr . Crow and Mr . Stemmons to await
the arrival .
In a short while I heard sirens approaching
along the motorcade route . The motorcade went by the Trade
dart at a great rate of speed and I noticed that there was
no one seated upright in the back seat of the Presidential
limousine and that there was a person lying across the trunk
of the car .
After observing this I immediately called the White House
switchboard for information as to what had happened . The
operator on the board informed me that he had no information
other than he had heard on the base radio that the President
aad been "hit" and that the motorcade had been instructed to
Droceed to the nearest hospital .
I then instructed the
switchboard to find out what hospital the President had been
taken to, and the extent of his injury . At this time I did
aot know that the President had been shot .
I thought that
some one had thrown a rock or a stick which had hit him .
%fter receiving this information I went into the Trade Mart
and informed ATSAIC Stout that something had happened to the
?resident .
%TSAIC Stout and I discussed the incident and decided that
ae and the other agents should remain at the Trade Mart in
:he event the injury to the President had not been serious,
and that he would after treatment at the hospital return to
:he Trade Mart for the luncheon as scheduled .
while awaiting further information, people arrived at the
Crade Mart who had been part of the motorcade . These indiiiduals had been in cars that had been unable to keep up
vith the front part of the motorcade as it sped to the
hospital . They indicated to me and to others that there had
)een some shooting and that the President had been wounded .
Jpon hearing this, all agents that were assigned to the Trade
:art building proceeded by Police car to the Parkland Hospital
:nd assumed posts in the area of the emergency room where the
?resident had been taken .
remained on duty at the Parkland Hospital . While at the
,ospital ATSAIC Stout informed me of the death of the Presilent .
I remained at the hospital until the hearse carrying
:he body of the President, with Mrs . Kennedy riding in the
)ack, departed the hospital for the airport .
I rode
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in the front seat of a Lincoln convertible which was used as
a follow-up car directly behind the hearse from Parkland
Hospital to Love Field, Dallas, Texas .
I assisted in getting
the coffin out of the hearse and carrying it aboard Air Force
I.
I remained at Love Field from that time until Air Force I
departed for Washington,, D . C .
After the departure of Air Force I, SA Lawson, Chief of Police
Curry, and I proceeded to Dallas Police Headquarters . There
had .been a radio report that an individual had just been
apprehended for the murder of a Dallas police officer . The
thought was that the assassination of the President and the
murder of the Dallas Police officer could be related .
Upon arriving at Police Headquarters we located SAIC Sorrels
who was in conference with Captain Fritz, Homicide Supervisor,
Dallas Police Department .
From this time until approximately
4 am the morning of November 23, when I departed Police Headquarters with Inspector Kelley, who had arrived late that
evening, I, along with SAIC Sorrels, SA Lawson, and other
agents from the Dallas Field office, assisted the Dallas
Police and Captain Fritz with the homicide investigation .
I returned to Dallas Police Headquarters at 8 am this same
I remained at Police Headmorning with Inspector Kelley .
quarters providing what assistance I could until approximately
8 :30 pm .
I departed Dallas, Texas, aboard American Airlines,
flight No . 628, at approximately 12 Midnight carrying a blowup
of the photograph showing Oswald holding a rifle similar to the
one used in the assassination which I was to deliver to our
agents at the White House .
I arrived in Washington, D . C ., at approximately 7 am the
morning of November 24, 1963, and delivered the photograph
to the White House .
David B . Grant
Special Agent
White House Detail
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Statement of Special Agent David B . Grant, Wnitu House Detail,
zoncerning advance arrangements made at Dallas, Texas,
Vovember 19-22, 1963, for the visit of President Kennedy to
Dallas, Texas, November 22, 1963 .
Statement made on December 1,
1963 .
1 arrived in Dallas, Texas, aboard Delta Air Lines flight No .
321 at approximately 7 :30 pm the night of Monday, November 18,
1963, from Palm Beach, Florida, to assist SA Lawson in the
arrangements for the President's visit .
I was mec upon my
arrival by SA Lawson who transported me to my hotel .
17he next morning, Tuesday, November 19, 1963, SA Lawson and
I went to the Dallas Field Office where I met SAIC Sorrels and
:he other field office agents .
SA Lawson and SAIC Sorrels
Briefed me on the arrangements that had been made for the visit .
after this briefing we proceeded to the Dallas Trade Mart and
net with representatives of the Trade Mart and Dallas Police
)epartment . We discussed again with these individuals the
;ommittee's program and the President's activity while he was
attending the luncheon . We then surveyed the building ex
:ensively with senior Dallas Police Department officers locating
>ecurity post assignments throughout the building .
)n Wednesday, November 20, 1963, I accompanied SAIC Sorrels
Ind SA Lawson to Love Field where the spotting of Air Force I
aas discussed, the forming of the motorcade, the route of the
iotorcade, off the ramp, and general security arrangements
were agreed upon . When we departed Love Field we returned to
:he Dallas Trade Mart for more discussions with the repre3entatives there .
)n Thursday, November 21, 1963, SAIC Sorrels and I met SA
.awson at Mr . Sam Bloom's office in Dallas . Mr . Bloom was one
)f SA Lawson's contacts for the visit .
Followin7 the meeting
:here, we proceeded to Love Field and finalized the security
Lrrangelnents at the airport with Dallas Police officers .
after departing the airport we returned to the Trade Mart
Lga --n and had discussions with their representatives .
>AIC Sorrels, SA Lawson, and I then went to the Continental
ius Company where SA Lawson briefed the supervisors on the
-equirements and duties of the buses and drivers in the motor:ade .
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When we departed the bus company we proceeded to Police
Headquarters where Chief of Police Curry and his senior
officers responsible for the various areas involved were
gatherod for a final meeting .
At this meeting the entire security arrangements for the
visit were discussed .
SA Lawson went over the entire visit,
from the time of t e President's arrival at Love Field
until his departur~ .
Security at Love Field, the Trade
Mart, the motorcade and identifications were the subject
of discussion .
Each senior police officer concerned with the visit was
present and was provided with all information regarding the
President's visit to pass down to their commands .

David B . Grant
Special Agent
White House Detail
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U :-.iLed StaCes Secr"t Service

Ij

TO

: Ch e ;" Jwmes J . Rowley

FROM

! SA Sulliraan, 1-16-White 11ouse Detail

I)AFE :

November 29, 1963

simlan : AcLivities of t : is Special Agent in Dallas, Texas, on Friday,
Novenbt}r 22, 1963 .
On Friday, November 22, 1963, this Special ACent was a member of tte
Texas
4 :00cM - 12 :00' , . N' shift under AT6AIC Stout whiich depjrted Fort
via
# 6970 at 11 :20 A-MI ., arriving at Dallas, Texas, Love Field,
r,t ll :LC,
':case
Upon depl-,3ning, we were met by SA LawL3on, the
:',etaii Advance Agent,who instructed us to depart for the Dallas Trade ! ,.art
inl waiting urmarked Dallas Police cars . Upon arriving at the Trade Mart,
i reported to SA Grant, another tvhite House Detail Advance Agent, wn-o
a :aigned me to my post which was the left front of the lead Table .
-ien word came to ATSAIC Stout at the Trade Mart that the ?resident
had been snot, he asked us to return to our awaiting polic- cars, and
proceed to the Parkland Memorial Hospital . Arriving at the Hospital, we help
ed set-up security in the area around 'the emergency ward . Shortly after
2 :0C ?
.M,, SA Hill asked SAs Grant, Olsson, and myself to clear the hallway
outside of the emergency room, and do the same outside the emergency out
-..trance to the hospital, so that the President's body could be taken
of true hospital, and into the awaiting hearse . As the hearse left the
hospital under police escort, I along with other agents of the
the motorcade, and followed
shift jumped into a 4-door Lincoln which was in the
casket from the hearse,
the hearse to Love Field . 1 thin helped remove
and into TUS .A .F . ;# 26000 . U .S .A .F . # 26000 departed Love Field at 2 :00 ? .M .
arriving in Washington D .C . (Andrews AFB} at 6 :CCi'i .

02ROVED :
j
Gerald A . ienn
Special. Agent in Charge
i-16-TX'nite House Detail.

CommissioN

sa.tup_l E . Sulliman
Special Agent
1-16-lAhite House Detail
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lllemorandum

United States Secrc ," t Service

.T t,

Chief Jamrs J . Rowley

FKC>\1

SA Olsson, 1-16 'Knife House Detail

: lovember
1) ;\r1
30, 1963

Activities in Dallas, Texas on November r2, 1963 .
Car. Friday, Noveml,er 22, 1963, wha le under the supervision
of ATSAIC Stewart G . Stout, I departed Fort Worth, Texas
via USAF #6970 at 11 :20 A . M . and arrived it Love Field,
Dallas, Texas at ll :L0 A. M . Upon arrival we were met by
Special Agent Lawson, White House Detail Advance Agentp
1ve were immediately transported to the Dallas TI-ade :art
via unmarked Dallas Police cars . At the Trade Mart we sere
met by Special Agent Grant, another v,hite House Detail
Advance Agent, and I was placed on my security post at the
right front of the Head Table at which the :resident was to
be seated .
when ATSAIC Stout received word that President Kennedy had
been shot we proceeded directly to Parkland '%emo rial osnital
I assisted in security in
via unmarked Dallas Police cars .
the area of the emergency ward where the .~'resident was
receiving tr :,.atment . At approximately G :00 ? . N: . Special
Agents Grant, Sulliman, myself, and Dallas Police personnel
cleared the corridor leading from, the emergency room to the
emergency entrance and the area outside the emergency
entrance of the hospital . I then observed the :'residents
casket being loaded into a hear-z^ .
I and other Secret Service Agents then proceeded via automo'oile
to follow the hearse containing t :. ie Presidents casket to Love
F-Jeld, Dallas, Texas . There wa, loaded the casket aboard
USAF #26000 and departed Dallas, Texas via this same aircraft,
arriving at Andrews AFB, T'iaryland at 6 :00 P . M.
G L~Z~~rI G~
Ernest E . Olsson, Jr .
Special Agent
1-16 1"inite House Detail

APPROVED :
Gerald A . Behn
Special Agent in Charge
1-16 White House Detail
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CC-2-34o30
FIELD OFFICE - Dallas, Texas
AGENT
- John Joe Hewlett
DATEll
- November 22, 1963
, : :ovember 22, 1963, I was a :;si<<ned to assist in the security at the
.ado ?art, 2100 Sterrnons Freeway, Dallas, Tc ::as, -for the President's
isit
t 7 A . .4. on November 22, 1963, I met SA Robert A . Steuart at the Secret
crvice Office, Dallas . SA Steuart and I proceeded to the Trade :cart in
S Car No . 361 . I imediately took post at the entrance and briefed the
rade :dart People on entrance identification . At about 3 :30 A .M . I met
ith a representative of the Dallas Power and Light Company and we went
own to the tunnel under the entrance where President Kennedy was to
nter . We completely inspected both tunnels and equipment and one was
ocked and one was left unlocked . Dallas police officers at the tunnel
ntrances were instructed to let no one in the tunnels unless a Secret
ervice Agent was present .
returned to my post of duty and checked on the entrance procedures in
recess .
I then went to the head table and assisted SA Robert A . Steuart
y crawling under the head table and makin an inspection for any dangerus objects and stability of the head table platform .
then returned to my post of duty to check on entrance procedures and reained at this point except when it was necessary to leave in order to
alk with SA Robert A . Steuart, SA Winn Lawson, and SA Dave Grant, or
ne of the committee members .
was iniormed of the five minute arrival time and a few minutes later
as advised by SA Dave Grant that the President had been hit with some
sing and to remain at my post o_° duty . A short time later, it was confirmed that
he President had been shot, and I was advised by one of the Special
-ents of the White House Detail to get SA Robert A . Steuart and proceed
o Parkland Hospital .
located SA Robert A . Steuart in vicinity of head table and informed him
e were to proceed to Parkland Hospital . I then drove SA Steuart's car
o Parkland Hospital with SA Steuart .
was advised upon arrival at Parkland Hospital to take security in the
allway leading to the emergency room . A few minutes later, I was adised by a Special Agent of the White House Detail to assist them in
aking the President's car to Love Field . I then left my post and went
o the President's car at the emergency entrance of Parkland Hospital .
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CG-2-34030
FL:LD OFFICE - Dallas, Texas
AGENT
- John Joe Howlett
DAT'a
- :Icvember 22, 196 ;
About f - ve minutes later, we departed Farkland Hos ital with the Presiacnt's car (I was riding in the ri^ht front scat) and the Secret Service
follow-up car, with a police motorcycle escort .
'+1c drove the cars into the vicinity of the Continental Hangar at Love
Field and secured the cars and kept tine people at a distance of about
300 feet . The police motorcycle officer radioed the police at Love
Field that we needed assistance to get the cars across the runways to
where the _fir Force cargo plane was parked . About five minutes later,
the Love Field Police Car arrived and determined the parking area where
the Air Force cargo plane was located . They then received clearance
from the Love Field Tower and they escorted us to the cargo plane .
Several crew members of the cargo plane were present upon our arrival
and they immediately handcranked the cargo plane's doors open . The
President's car was then placed in the aircraft .
About ten minutes later, I received a ride in the Love Field Police car
to the area where Air Force I was parked . I then set up my post at the
left rear about 60 fee :. from Air Force I . I remained at this post until
Air Force I departed Love Field .

JJH :wd
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To
FROM
sc'c+JF.cT:

Chief Jaues J . Rowley

DATE :

ber "13 ' 1, 63

SA uerger, 1-lo - .Jhite House Detail
Activities of this Special Agent in Dallas, Texas, on
.~ovember 22, 1963 .

'riUay,

On Friday, :doveniber 22, 1963, this Special Agent was a member of the i; :00Pi^. st:ift under A`:'SAIC Stout which departed :Fort Worth, Texas via USA3' N
6570 at 11 :20 A .X . arriving at Dallas, Texas, Love Field, at 11 :1 .0 A .X .
Upon deplaning we were :eat by SA La ::::on, the White itous"-- D'--tail Advance Agent,
who instr rcted us to depart for the Dallas Trade Eart in waitin ; ur_marked :%-llas
Police cars . Upon arriving at the Trade Mart, I reported to SA Crant, ar;ct`ar
dhite House Detail Advance Agent, who assigned me my designatea post w' -ach was
the press area in the second balcony.
When I received word from a newspaper man that the Pre:;idert 'rad L,--en shot i
.mediately went do`r,nstairs to tell ATSAIC Stout, who at this time was confir dnr
the incident . At this ti :-.e I saw Doctor aurkley and Chief Hendricks and asked t em
to accompany me to Parkland Hospital in a Police car which they did.Upon arriving
at the hospital I assumed a post in the entrance of the e-ergency room .The re°.a ;;der
of the 4 :OOP^. - 12 :00,id shift then arrived with SA Johnsen being posted with r.a .
Soon after Mr . Dave Powers asked where the priest was . With SA Johnsen holding our
post the reporting agent went to the outside of the hospital where I saw two
Catholic priests who 1 asked to accompany mce to the mn.ergency room .
"
Shortly thereafter F3I agent Vincent E . .;rain, cor: ission book u` 5067, Dallas office
arrived at the room entrance . I.e si .owed e his credentials & said he has received a
telephone call from Director Hoover telling
to make himself available to us .
. .._s infor ation was conveyed Lo ASAIC Kellernan.When I inquired of Agent Drain
w:.o tr:e unidentified male was who accompanied ni .-, he replied that he was a doctor
friend of his . The agent & unidentified male than proceeded to the end of the hall .
App.^ox -ately 5 minutes subsequent to the visit of agent Drain a unidentified CIA
agent, after hoVring his credentials said that he would be available .
At approxir.ately 1 :30 PM, the Chief Supervising nurso, a 1Srs Nelson stated to enter
t'- e-.er,;ency room with an unidentified male(Y I, 45yrs, 6'2", 185-1501bs, gray hair,
:e
As the reporting agent and LA Johnson 'started to ask his identity he shouted that 1`:s
was o :3I . Just as we began to ask for bis credentials he abruptly attcmpted to enter
t::e emergency room: and had to be forcibly restrained by us . ..S.UC
A
Kellerman than
appeared and asked this individual to go to the end of the hall .
Continued on PIOE ~2
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ConL;res ;-man Olin !. . TeaE;ue, Texas witnessed this incident and verbally stated to
ti:is u_,ent that if t. .ero are any inquiries in the future he would oe more tt.a n E;lad
to -Jve a state :rent in the Service's behalf . :iurse Nelson was also into viewed by
this aE;ent in t::e presence of 3A Joansen and Con:,ress ;r~an Teai ue and stated that the
uniccntified FBI agent had not shown us any cru, :ontials nor any to her .
At a~>proxi.:,atcly 2 :00PM the President's body was taken from. the hospital to an
awaiting hearse . At this '.ic " e ASAIC Kellerman instructed re to drive the hearse
.--nnedy,
which i did acco:rpanied by ASAIC Kellerman, A'I'SA :C Stout, SA hill and Lrs r
Shortly thorea :'ter we arrived at Love Field under police escort . I then helped re ore
the casket from the hearse and into USAF # 26000 . /f 26000 departed Love Field at
2 :17 FM arrivin6 In. 'dashinl
-ton J .C .( Andrews AF:s) at 6;OOPM . I then escorted
President Johnson to the White House via helicopter /f 2 .

Andrew r'. . 3erger
Special Agent
1-16, White Hous, Detail

APPRO'"ED :

-erald A . 31e~,n
Special Agent in Charge
1-16, White House Detail
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CO-2-34,U30
FIELD OFFICE Texas
AG".'T
- Robert A . Steuart
L%TE
- hove=ber 22, 1963
On ho',re-,iocr 22, 1963, about 7 A . M., sect Special A>ent John Joe :":^. r: ctt
at the Dallas office . We proceeded to~7ether to the Trade Mart, Building, Z100
Stc'.- ~icns Free-way, Dallas, Texas, to take up our posts of duty, in connection
with the President's visit to Dallas . We traveled in govornv.ont owned auto
My post of duty was the area of the building, i=,ediately back of the
Speakers table and platfo=. Was assisted by SA Howlett in securing the
I
platform itself . He crawled under en-ire platform with a flashlight and
few
shreds
held up bunting sida3 of platforz to give hire light and to receive a
of bunting that had been left there apparently by the decorating co ."ittee .
My area to hold secure was a space about 60 1 X 4U' in size . There was a
small kiLlney-shaped pool back of the speakerts platfor--, about 8t x 25 1 in size .
There was also a small gazebo (Japav.vse sau=er-house) built adjoining the pool,
wring the morning I was contacted from tur- to tir,c by Speciza Agent David B.
Grant, who was introduced to me by Special Agent Winston G. Iawson . Also during
the morning I was joined by Captain J. W. Fritz and ot,,er officers under his
cor4mand, to assist in security at this post .
I was Lnfoin.ed of the five minute arrival time of expected arrival. A
few moments later Special Agent Grant infomed Special Agent Howlett and myself
that he just learned the President had been hit with something; that we should
rcnain at our duty post . A few minutes later Special Agent Howlett rushed to
had instructions from a Ifnite House Agent that both of us should
me soing he
proceed 1=,ediately to Park'-and Memorial Hospital . We drove there, SA Howlett
driving, in SS-361 .
At the. Parirland Yercrial Hospital, 5201 Harry Hires Blvd., Dallas, Tex.,
I took up temporary post of duty at a door to a room at the Emergency section .
announced I returned to the Dallas District
After the Prosident's death was the
duties
telephone, to correlate activities of other
office and took over
at
a!Tcnts .

Orig . & 2 cc Chief
ones 2 cc

at A. Stwas,
-Special Agent .
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SA Jr , hn~icn - ldhite H^us(: Detail
A.ctivi.t'i s

of

i?enorLing Agent on November ?2, 1/63

arrive : : at Daila . ; International Airport aboard '?SP.F 1,6970 at ll :UG AY .
I,to,-etht~r with ATS IC Stout and SAs Snllimon, Berger and 0lsson, was
.ret :non deplaning by S, i,awson . SA Lawson directed us to two awaiting
:',atlas Police Department ')etective cars . We were driven directly to the
TV,llas Trade !Fart by two Dallas Police Department detectives .
Upon our arrival at the Trade "art we were met by SA Grant who directed
the two cars to a reserved parking area . The detectives were instrrncted
by SA Grant to remain with their cars until the conclision o£ the ceremonies
at t-e Tr~-,de Mart and then to drive those agents wilo rode with them back
to the airport .
were then nosted in the Trade Mart by SA Grant . As 1 .remember ATSATTC
Stout was seated directly in front of the podium of t, e speakers stand ;
SAs Jisson and Sulliman on either side of the speakers stand ; and S .A Perger
in. the lst Palcony with the movie cameras . I was assigned to t,1re ~ro , :nc'
+'ioor press area . Tipon beirp posted I was informed by SA Grant that the
President should arr'.ve in approximately 50 minites . Being that there were
no nress in tree area I was assigned I walked onto the speakers stand and
ride an additional safety and seclrrity check .
After having checr:?d the sneakers stand I walked to w~cre SA S , illiTan was
nostr-d . S^ortly thereafter I was informed by the press that t'e President
had been z'ot . I went to the Presidential Entrance of the Trade Fair and
r.otified SA C-rant . Ue instrncted me to notify the others on my shift and
;-o di_raot'_~," to t'.-e hospital tie President had been taken to . ATSAIC Sto ",t
and the otIrers on :is shift rode to the hospital in olir assigned detective
cars .
Upon arrivinl, at Farkiand " 'ospital I positioned myself with SA Ferger at
the door leading to the President Kennedy's room . At vario ;is times I was
taken from t'ris post and positioned outside the Vice President's room with
SA " .nnett .
At approximately 1 :30 P .M . I was outside of the President's room with SA
Perper when Chief Nurse Nelson entered the President's room . She ims
followed by an. i :nidentified ream ON, 1:0-h5 yrs, 6'2", 185 lbs, prey hair) .
'.,.'"" en SA
Berger and I stopped him he said ; "F .B .I .", and made a determined
effort to enter the President's room . We
stopped him and asked
for " is creditials . He again tried to forcibly enter the President's room
and had to~restrained . After he had been subdued he produced his F .B .I .
credentials . A t this time ASAIC Kellerman appeared and asked the F .B .I .
agent to go to the end of the hall .
,
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Connrcss ,nn )!in F . Tea e (5-11'exns) witnessed this incident . SA ~errer w-is
ass,zred h;, t`:e Congressman that the F .E .%, man had not attempted to prod ,:ce
;ficati
any _dent
on anal anneared to be r?eterninnd to enter tt , e :resi dort' -- room .
" stated that if there were any i nq,tiri es that 1-.e would be more 'ran gla6 -., to
a s' .ate7ent in our Service's behalf .
`irrse Yelson was interviewed by SA ~1 erfier in my presence .
t"e F._?.' .7 . anent had showed her no identification .

She stated that
-

Arnroxi:ratoly 5 aimtor prior to leaving the t ospital with t . ".e casket and
Yrs . 3ernedy 1 was instructed to remain at tie Presidential door qnq --wait
to to advised that tt , e casket was leaving tt:c hosr ; tal an ,ii then to rids
t"e follow- ,.n car to t:e airport . Dnrinz this neriod a ?-'r . Wripht from
t'-e sec :city staff cane to me with an expended -.filet and wished to `te:rn
it over to a Secret Service Agent . The only information 1 was atle to ,,^et
fro^: :^_n prior to the denartlzre of ''rs . Kennedy and tre casket was that
the b!iilet had been fo~.nd on a stretcher w"ich President kennedy rray have
been placed on . ?{e also stated teat he fo ,ind robber Floves, a stet?oscope,
and other doctors' paraphernalia on this same stretcher .
On t,"e ^rive from the,hospital to AF //1 1 rode the follow-up car . Up on o":r
arrival at AF "1 1 assisted in placing the casket upon USAF #26('00 . wile
awaiting for the depart ire of AF fii T was instructed by 3TSAIC Stout to ride
in the rear of the plane with the casket . This had been a request of President Johnson .
Upon, our arrival at Andrews Air :'once Ease, ''d ., I positioned myself near
t:^:e press area . After the statement to the press by President Johnson 1
rode helicopter f2 to the White ?-louse .

Ap :pDv~_,
Cerald A . 3ehn
SAIC
1-16
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The attached expended bullet was received bv me about
5 ran., prior to

Mr5.

Konnedyto departure from the hospital .

It was found on one of the stretchers located in the emergency
ward of the hospital .

Also on this same stretcher was rubber

glovos, a statheacope and other doctor's paraphernalia .

It

could hot be determined iho had used this stretcher or if
President Kenned~y had occupied it .

No further information

was obtained .
Name of person from who I received this bullet :
Mr . 0. P. Wright
Personnel Director of Security
Dallas County Hospital District

By
Richard 2. Johnsen
Special Agent
7 :30 p.m .
Nov. 22, 1963

STATEMIEN-L OF JOE H:MY RICH, TEVS HIGHWAY PATROL~,,A,'MIADE ON NOVE1,MER 28,
was
M \, name is Joe'Henrv Rich~ employed b,,~, the Texas HiChwav Patrol, ~jnd I
assigned
,
to drive the Vice Presideat's securil~y car lbvember 22, 1~63I - As we
came into the downtown area where the crowd waG extra hcavY, I was instructed
by the Secret Service man to stay as close to the Vice President's cars as possible
was
and so that actuall y about the onlv thing I
watching was the car 4he ad of r~p. .
I was staying right on his bumper . We turric(i off of 1 1 ouston Str(., e-L cnto Elm
Street and that was when I heard the first shot .
I noticee a lot of confusion
up ahead of me, motorcycle policemen and in the President's car and the Presi~~ent's
the
securit y car . This Secret Service man in the front seat w4 th me made I
remark,
"'What the hell was that" and about that time I heard two =.ore shots . There could
have been more shots, but I could not say. The cars ahead of me sthrted up then
at a fast pace and the Secret Service man advised rce to get "he htell out of there,
so I stayed as close as I could to the Vice President's car on the way to the
hospital and as we pulled into the hospital at Parkland, the I-Lcret .Service m1a
in mv car got out as soon as we stopped . I stayed back with my car, but I did
see them get Governor ConnallY out of the car and also take the President out of
the car .
After that I was more or less doing securit.y and keeping people back, etc .
That is about all I have . Actually I did not see too much .

Witness
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STA=,ENr OF .WRCHFL JACKS, TEXAS HIGHWAY PATROLMAN, MADE ON NOVEMBER 28, 1963 .
ti.v name is Hurchel Jacks, Texas State Highway Patrolman. I was assigned
on November 22, 1963, to drive the Vice President Lyndon Johnson in the MotorJust prior
cade from the Airport to the Trade Mart through downtown Dallas .
to t , :rning off Main onto Houston, I noticed it was approximately twenty eight
mir_. .es past 12 noon .
We just turned from Main onto Houston, drove one block,
I
and turned left .
My car had just straightened up from making the left turn .
was looking directly at the President's car at that time . At that time I heard
a shot ring out which appeared to come from the right rear of the Vice ?resident's
car . Mr . Rufus Youngblood, the Secret Service Agent riding in my car asked me
what that was and at the same time he advised the Vice President and Mrs. Johnson
to get down .
He climbed to the rear of the seat with the Vice President and
appeared to be shielding the Vice President with his own body . At that time I
heard two more shots ring out.
At that time he told me to get out of there as'
_fast as possible .
I moved my car up directly behind the Secret Service car
following the President .
We turned onto Stemmons Expressway and proceeded north.
I told him
Mr . Youngblood asked if I could see anybody in the President's car .
I could not, but that they may be down using protective measures . We drove at
a high rate of speed and exited at Wycliff exit off Stemmons Expressway . We
turned right on Industrial Boulevard . Mr . Youngblood then asked me how far it
was to the Trade Mart .
I told him that we weren't going to the Trade Mart,
that we had already passed the Trade Mart . We turned left onto Parry Hines and
he asked if I knew where we might be going. I told him at that time we were
turning left into Parkland Hospital . I told him that somebody must have been
hit because we were heading for the hospital .
We drove to the emergency entrance of Parkland Memorial Hospital . The President's car was stopped in the ambulance parking place . At that time 1 saw that
the Vice President, Mrs . Johnson and Senator Yarbrough was out of my car and
safely in the hospital .
I went back to the President's car to see if I might
assist . At that time the Secret Service Agents were removing Governor Con-ally
from the jump seat . I could see that Governor Connally had been hit just below
the right shoulder blade in the back . They removed Governor Connally, then
picked Mrs. Kennedy from over the President's body . At that time one of the
One of the
Secret Service Agents said he has been hit, put your coat over him.
Agents removed his suit coat and spread it over the President's body from his
cheat up .
Before the President's body was covered it appeared that the bullet had struck
him above the right ear or near the temple . They removed his body at that time .
We were assigned by the Secret Service to prevent
Reporters began to arrive .
any pictures of any nature to be taken of the President's car or the inside .

V ~ 53
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STATEMENT OF MILTON T . WRIGHT, TEXAS HIGHWAY PATROLMAN, MADE ON NOVEMBER 28, 1963 .
My nameyis Milton T . Wright, Texas Highway Patrolman, Badge No . 790 . On
November 22-1 was assigned to drive a 63 Mercury Comet convertible that contained
the Mayor and his wife and a U. S. Congressman . We turned onto Houston Street,
the parade was going real well and speed was beginning to pick up and the crowd
was beginning to thin right at this point . The car I was driving had just turned
onto Elm Street and approximately 30 feet from the intersection when I heard the
first shot . When the second shot was fired I noticed a number of people running
away from the Motorcade and I saw several Dallas motorcycle policemen had their
guns drawn .
Then the motorcade speeded up and we went toward the hospital at
a high rate of speed .
I could see the President's car but I could not see anyone
in the back seat .
The only people I could see were the Agents .
At the hospital
we unloaded the Governor first and then the President. Then we were instructed
to keep the news media away from the car .

Milton T. Wri
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